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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Shortly after taking office, President Obama asked his advisers why, if those detained at the Guantánamo Bay detention facility in Cuba were so dangerous, ‘can’t we prosecute them?’ This is a question that has been asked on numerous occasions, not just by President Obama and not just about Guantánamo Bay detainees, but by Western liberal democracies about a whole range of suspected terrorists considered non-prosecutable (such as, Abu Qatada in the U.K.).

Since the attacks on New York and Washington, D.C., on 9/11, the U.S. has shifted its emphasis on how to deal with the threat posed by terrorism. Al-Qaeda’s strike was interpreted as an act of war, rather than a crime, an approach that the U.S. continues to regard as necessary (and that continues to prove controversial among some of its allies, particularly in Europe). This post-9/11 rule-of-war world view was given a legal framework by the Congress-approved Authorization for Use of Military Force (A.U.M.F.), which has provided the President with significant powers to wage war against al-Qaeda wherever they were based across the world.

Yet, Western security structures were fundamentally better prepared for an era when nation states, as opposed to non-state actors, were the primary security threats. There was little precedent for the type of attack on 9/11, and little precedent for the way in which a state should respond. Subsequently, detention without charge; rendition; deportation; missile strikes; and military operations have reduced the civilian court system to just one of a variety of responses to the al-Qaeda and al-Qaeda-inspired threat. One particularly controversial manifestation of this is the detention centre at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba.

Therefore, criminal prosecutions are now just one aspect of a much broader strategy of preventing terrorists from carrying out mass-casualty attacks. Yet, politicians – especially those in Europe – have failed to adequately explain to the public as to why this is.

This ongoing inability (or unwillingness), on behalf of liberal democracies, to engage with such issues more forcefully in public, or to explain why some suspected terrorists will not be tried in a criminal court, has led to a lack of public understanding on the issue.

The discourse in the U.K., surrounding the case of Shaker Aamer (the last British resident detained at Guantánamo Bay), exemplifies this. The British government has said that the ‘public pressure’ of Aamer’s supporters ‘adds to that sense […] that the detention is not right or appropriate’.

Yet, this is a cyclical problem: public pressure increases because the government is not willing to explain the complicated security concerns in such cases. Governments have collectively failed to address why they believe that policies such as detention are necessary, and have failed to explain that the complexities of dealing with modern-day terrorism mean that not all roads lead to a court of law.

Drones, detention, preventative arrests, and deportations are the realities of the ongoing struggle against today’s form of terrorism. The idea that stopping terrorism will always result in prosecutions misunderstands the difference between a preventative approach that stops mass-casualty attacks occurring, and a law-enforcement approach that seeks to punish the perpetrators of such an attack.

The Presumption of Innocence does not contend that one type of approach to counterterrorism is superior to any other nor seek to establish the guilt or innocence of the named suspects; instead, it argues that the criminal-justice system is not always the most realistic way to eliminate terrorist threats, and is not fundamental in order to prove the legitimacy of the threat. It also shows that President Obama’s question, ‘If these people are so dangerous, why can’t we prosecute them?’, has a perfectly good answer; but today’s governments are just not willing to say it.
There are five broad, and often overlapping, categories that help explain why criminal prosecutions are not always possible as a response to the terrorism threat.

Issue 1: Rule of Law v Rule of War

Successive administrations have interpreted al-Qaeda’s strike on the U.S., on 9/11, as an act of war, not merely a crime punishable by law enforcement. This was because such an attack by a state would have been classified as an act of war: civilian and military leadership were targeted, and the attacks had both an ideological and political objective.

As part of the international law of war, armies can remove unlawful enemy combatants from the battlefield; some of these individuals were sent to the Guantánamo Bay detention centre, the island which also serves as the venue for military trials.

However, prosecuting such enemy combatants in either a federal or military court is a significant challenge. Intelligence gained from counterterrorism or military operations abroad does not easily translate into evidence that is admissible in court. Suspects captured in Afghanistan or Pakistan tended to have been in active combat zones, where intelligence and military operatives’ primary focus was removing the enemy combatant from the fight, not conducting criminal investigations or finding evidence suitable for court. These are tasks more appropriate for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.) or the police.

Furthermore, some individuals – while considered a threat to the lives of soldiers operating in war zones – have not broken any law. For example, a foreign fighter abroad who cannot be proved to have killed Americans is unlikely to have committed a crime prosecutable in an American court.

Even if a crime has been committed, it is extremely unlikely that it could be brought to a civilian court: witnesses could live thousands of miles away; the military would need to collect evidence from the crime scene; and the U.S. may want to monitor and control the evidence, in order to make sure that it remains untainted, and follow the chain of custody – something that the foreign government allowing the U.S. to operate on its soil may not allow.

Therefore, detention during warfare normally takes place to prevent a perceived immediate threat, not as a prelude to punishment for a criminal offence.

Issue 2: Intelligence & Prevention v Evidence & Prosecution

The operational counterterrorism tactics of intelligence agencies and law enforcement can diverge significantly. Broadly speaking, the goals of intelligence agencies are primarily disruption and prevention, while law-enforcement agencies aim to also assemble information that can be used in court.

Intelligence officials must make fast decisions on whether to act on the information they have, in order to prevent an attack. As such, their work may not be conclusive enough to be presented in court: intelligence can be inconclusive and fragmentary (whereas police evidence has to stand up in an open court of law, and prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt). Excellent intelligence does not necessarily translate into excellent evidence.

This maxim can lead to conflicts between competing agencies as to when, for example, the arrest of a cell being monitored should take place. If it is made too early, there may not be enough evidence to obtain a conviction in court; however, the longer the authorities wait, the greater the risk that the attack takes place.

Examples from the U.K. include al-Qaeda’s transatlantic ‘liquid bomb’ plot of 2006 (which involved U.K. operatives preparing to detonate liquid bombs on at least seven transatlantic flights from Britain,
heading to Canada and the U.S) and the ‘Easter bomb’ plot of 2009, in Manchester (which likely targeted shopping malls).

For the ‘liquid bombers’, the case was allowed to run long enough – despite American protestations and nervousness over the imminence of the attack – to gain successful convictions. In the ‘Easter bomb’ plot, its feared imminence – and a reliance on classified intelligence – meant that it was not prosecutable in court. This led to a degree of both public and political scepticism about the severity of the conspiracy.

**Issue 3: Admissibility of Evidence**

Prosecutions may not be sought in some counterterrorism cases, due to a lack of admissible evidence. For example, disclosure of classified information in court may pose a national security threat, by hindering ongoing investigations; revealing sensitive sources; or exposing intelligence-gathering methods.

On other occasions, the level of coerciveness during interrogations has led to evidence gained against suspected al-Qaeda operatives becoming inadmissible in court.

For example, the interrogation of Abu Zubaydah – whom the U.S. suspected of being a senior al-Qaeda figure – was a crucial source of intelligence in alleged al-Qaeda plans involving British resident and former Guantánamo Bay detainee Binyam Mohamed, and José Padilla, an American citizen convicted in August 2007 on terrorism charges. One alleged plot involved the detonation of a nuclear ‘dirty’ bomb; another involved using natural gas to destroy apartment buildings in the U.S.

However, Mohamed’s military trial collapsed due to his mistreatment while in U.S. custody in Morocco (to where had been rendered). This made any inculpatory statements about his terrorist planning against the U.S. inadmissible. Once this evidence was put aside, there were no clear grounds for prosecution.

Mohamed’s suspected co-conspirator, José Padilla, also confessed to ‘exploring’ a ‘dirty bomb’ attack, during interrogation on a Navy brig. However, as Padilla’s confessions had taken place without him being read his *Miranda* rights or having access to a defence lawyer, they were also inadmissible. While Padilla was found guilty of separate terrorism charges, the judge gave him a lesser sentence, due to his previous mistreatment (this verdict, however, is currently under review, for being too lenient).

Therefore, even if a ‘dirty bomb’ plot had existed, the interrogation methods used on these detainees rendered the evidence inadmissible.

Difficulties also emerged in the trial of Ahmed Ghailani, who was involved in the 1998 bombings at the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.

After his capture, Ghailani was rendered to a foreign location where, according to a U.S. District Judge, he was subjected to ‘extremely harsh interrogation methods’. This led to the exclusion of certain inculpatory statements at trial. Coercion issues also meant that the government was unable to call a key witness; Ghailani was subsequently acquitted on 284 of his 285 charges.

**Issue 4: Politics**

Guantánamo Bay detainees are legally defined as enemy combatants who can be detained under the law of war, as opposed to criminals who should be given a criminal trial. While some U.S. politicians disagree with keeping Guantánamo Bay open, there is little willingness within Congress to approve the transferral of prisoners from Guantánamo Bay onto the U.S. mainland; this would be politically unpopular, and would potentially allow the detainees access to greater protection under the U.S. constitution.

Political calculations also contributed to two other Guantánamo Bay detainees not being prosecuted: the British citizens, Moazzam Begg and Feroz Abbasi. The two British detainees were being considered as early candidates to be prosecuted under the newly established military commissions.
Upon learning that Begg and Abbasi were due to be put before a military commission, significant resistance emerged within Britain. Prime Minister Tony Blair, under pressure domestically because of his perceived closeness to the Americans and the Iraq war, needed to show a degree of political separation between the U.K. and the U.S. Subsequently, President Bush agreed that no British citizen would face a military commission. In January 2005, Begg and Abbasi were released.

**Issue 5: Drones & Accessibility**

As al-Qaeda often operates in ungoverned mountainous regions, the U.S. and its allies have limited access to capturing fighters based there. Furthermore, even if these fighters are captured, President Obama’s refusal to house any more detainees at Guantánamo Bay has limited the places to where they could be transferred. This has led to the increased use of armed drones, particularly under the Obama administration, a measure that has proved controversial.

A prominent example of this is the September 2011 drone strike in Yemen, which killed al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (A.Q.A.P.)’s Yemeni-American cleric, Anwar al-Awlaki. The killing of an American citizen prompted questions and criticism towards the Obama administration, for not giving him a trial or revealing the evidence used to justify him being targeted.

The U.S. government, however, has justified the legality of killing U.S. citizens engaged in terrorism overseas, under the principles of self-defence; the law of war; and the Congressionally approved A.U.M.F. It also stated that, as al-Qaeda is a ‘stateless enemy’, any military response cannot be limited to Afghanistan, nor is capture always feasible.

There were other practical reasons as to why capturing or prosecuting al-Awlaki would have been unrealistic. While his American citizenship precluded trial by military commission, trial by a civilian court could have revealed the classified methods that the U.S. uses to track terrorists. Furthermore, the U.S. has no military presence or legal jurisdiction in Yemen.

Even if there had been an attempt to apprehend al-Awlaki, dispatching Special Forces teams in such an operation is of exponentially higher risk than a drone strike, as they could meet resistance from al-Qaeda fighters; local civilians; and hostile tribesmen.

Prosecuting al-Awlaki in the U.S. was complicated for other reasons. For example, attempting to get the Yemeni government to carry out the operation was not viable, as even if al-Awlaki had been detained, the Yemeni Constitution prevents its government from turning any of its citizens over to a foreign country. Furthermore, no formal extradition treaty exists between the U.S. and Yemen. This added to the improbability of al-Awlaki being transferred back to the U.S. for trial.
INTRODUCTION

Shortly after taking office in 2009, as President Obama sought to make good on his electoral promise of shutting the Guantánamo Bay detention centre within a year, he asked his advisers: ‘If these [detainees] are so dangerous, why can’t we prosecute them?’\(^1\)

This is a common question, and not just about Guantánamo Bay detainees. Between his arrest in 2002, and eventual deportation to Jordan in 2013, it was regularly asked in the U.K. about the jihadist cleric, Abu Qatada.

Since the 9/11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington, D.C. – and to the consternation of many human-rights groups – the U.S. has shifted its emphasis on how to deal with the threat posed by terrorism. It is a fact that prosecutions in civilian courts have become less of a feature of counterterrorism; some of the highest-profile terrorists, such as former al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (A.Q.A.P.)’s American-born cleric Anwar al-Awlaki, did not see the inside of a courtroom.

This was because al-Qaeda’s strike on 9/11 was interpreted as an act of war. The subsequent rule-of-war world view was given a legal framework by the Congress-approved Authorization for Use of Military Force (A.U.M.F.), which provides the President with broad power to ‘use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, 2001’.\(^2\)

This essentially enabled the President to wage war against al-Qaeda across the globe, rather than be restricted to just Afghanistan (the country in which the group was primarily based at the time). As a result, the A.U.M.F. has proved flexible enough to allow the U.S. to legally launch military actions in countries with which it is not at war, but where there is an al-Qaeda presence (such as Yemen), and against groups that only recently became connected to al-Qaeda (such as al-Shabaab, in Somalia).\(^3\)

Therefore, since 9/11, the threat from thousands of suspected terrorists has been mitigated through channels outside that of criminal prosecutions. Guantánamo Bay is one controversial manifestation of this, and has led to condemnation from staunch U.S. allies. The facility no longer accepts new detainees (and has not since 2008). However, there remains a focus on the U.S. killing, rather than capturing, both al-Qaeda fighters and those from the group’s associated forces. This has on occasion been via drone strikes – which, in of themselves, have also proved controversial.

The legitimacy of the law-of-war framework has been upheld not only by Congress, but by the Supreme Court and two separate Presidents. Yet, liberal democracies in Europe have not explained to the public why a broad range of measures beyond civilian courts of law are required to deal with the terrorist threat. Many Western governments have not formulated a coherent public-relations approach for explaining why prosecutions in civilian court are now just one aspect of a much broader strategy of preventing terrorists from carrying out mass-casualty attacks.

As a result, the U.S. and Europe continue to interpret the correct response to this type of threat differently. For example, European public opinion is overwhelmingly in support of the closure of Guantánamo Bay.\(^4\)

---

3 Al-Shabaab only became an official al-Qaeda affiliate in February 2012.

This report attempts to show why a broad approach to combating terrorism is necessary, and why civilian courts are not always the appropriate way of reducing the al-Qaeda and al-Qaeda-inspired threat. Ultimately, it aims to provide an answer to President Obama’s question – not just about Guantánamo Bay, but more broadly about terrorist threats considered non-prosecutable.

**ISSUE 1: RULE OF LAW v RULE OF WAR**

The U.S. treated al-Qaeda’s strike on 9/11 as an act of war, and responded – among other measures – with the invasion of Afghanistan, which led to the capture of hundreds of al-Qaeda and Taliban fighters. This section explores issues surrounding the detention of fighters captured overseas, and the often insurmountable challenges of trying them in either a civilian or military court.

The attack on 9/11 saw the U.S. shift its emphasis on how to deal with the threat posed by terrorism. Al-Qaeda’s strike was interpreted as an act of war, leading to the invasion of Afghanistan in order to overthrow the Taliban and hunt down al-Qaeda fighters.

The U.S. military response was guided by the A.U.M.F., but the intellectual reasoning and legal framework behind the rule-of-war outlook – as explained by then-Deputy Assistant Attorney General John Yoo – was that if such an attack had been carried out by a nation state, it would have been classified as an act of war. Yoo explained that the ‘scope and intensity of the destruction is one that in the past had only rested within the power of a nation-state’. Furthermore, civilian and military leadership were targeted, and the attacks had both an ideological and political objective.\footnote{John Yoo, \textit{The Powers of War & Peace: The Constitution and Foreign Affairs after 9/11} (Chicago University Press, 2005), pp. 169-170.}

This was reaffirmed by N.A.T.O.’s October 2001 invocation of Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, which considers an armed attack on one member to be an attack against all.\footnote{‘Statement to the Press: by NATO Secretary General, Lord Robertson, on the North Atlantic Council Decision On Implementation Of Article 5 of the Washington Treaty following the 11 September Attacks against the United States’, North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, 4 October 2001, available at: http://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2001/s011004b.htm.} This was the first time that Article 5 was ever invoked.

Yet, Western security structures were fundamentally better prepared for dealing with an era when nation states, as opposed to non-state actors, were the primary security threats; there was little precedent for the type of attack on 9/11, and little precedent for the state to follow in the way that it should respond.

The U.S. response was dictated by a war paradigm, an approach that it continues to regard as necessary (and that continues to prove controversial among some of its allies, particularly in Europe). Subsequently, detention without charge; rendition; deportation; missile strikes; and military operations have reduced the civilian court system to just one of a variety of responses to the al-Qaeda and al-Qaeda-inspired threat.

By the U.S. placing itself on a war footing after 9/11, as opposed to treating the attacks as a crime (as they had with al-Qaeda’s 1998 East African Embassy attacks and its bombing of the \textit{USS Cole} in 2000), it was able to rapidly respond.\footnote{William Shawcross, \textit{Justice and the Enemy: Nuremberg, 9/11, and the Trial of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed} (Public Affairs, 2012), p. 55.} However, this also led to complications, the most obvious of which was detention policy. Arguably, the most controversial manifestation of this was the creation of a detention centre at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba.
As part of the international law of war, armies can remove unlawful combatants from the battlefield. Approximately 60% of the 779 individuals sent to Guantánamo Bay were captured in Afghanistan, post-9/11. As well as being a long-term detention centre for enemy combatants captured on the battlefield, the Executive Branch of the U.S. government determined that it would be the venue for the military trials being held against some of those detained there. These military commissions were recognised statutorily by the U.S. Congress, in the Articles of War provisions of the 1950 Uniform Code of Military Justice (U.C.M.J.).

However, convicting such individuals in either a federal or military court is a significant challenge. Suspects captured in Afghanistan or Pakistan tended to have been in active combat zones, where intelligence and military operatives’ primary focus was both preventing the enemy combatant from continuing to fight, and gathering as much intelligence as possible – not conducting criminal investigations or finding evidence suitable for court. As General Michael Hayden, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.) has said, ‘as a practical matter you can’t turn the American armed forces or the C.I.A. into C.S.I. [Crime Scene Investigation, C.S.I.] Miami or C.S.I. Kandahar, or C.S.I. Jalalabad or C.S.I. Peshawar in order to build up that kind of evidence’.

Furthermore, some individuals considered to be enemy combatants have not broken any law. For example, an Algerian fighting against U.S. troops in Afghanistan is considered a threat to American lives, and can be detained as an unlawful combatant if captured on the battlefield. However, as he is a non-U.S. national; is based outside the U.S.; and it cannot be proved that he has killed Americans, he is unlikely to have committed a crime prosecutable in an American court.

This was explained by William Lietzau, former U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Detainee Policy, in the following way:

[I]f you could graduate from a Taliban boot camp of course you can’t be prosecuted for anything, you haven’t done anything, you’re only a graduate. But if you were captured in war, of course you wouldn’t release that person, they’re still the enemy, they still want to fight you, they still want to kill you […] So, you wouldn’t release them but on the other hand you can’t criminally prosecute them.

Even if a crime overseas has potentially been committed, it is unlikely that it could be brought to a federal court: witnesses could live thousands of miles away from where the trial would take place, and the military would need to collect evidence from the crime scene; make sure it remains untainted; and follow the chain of custody. These are clearly tasks more appropriate for the F.B.I. or police; yet, neither organisation can practically accompany the military on all of its operations.

Even when the law-enforcement approach is utilised, a suspect may potentially only be tracked down with the assistance of a compliant foreign government, complicating prosecutions further. In order to ensure that crucial evidence is not doctored, the U.S. may want to monitor and control such evidence – something that the foreign country may not allow; this runs the risk of rendering the evidence inadmissible, due to the extremely high standards that civilian courts use.

10 While the Bush administration used the phrase ‘enemy combatant’, the Obama administration describes the same fighters as ‘unprivileged enemy belligerents’. For the sake of standardisation, this report uses ‘enemy combatant’ throughout.
It is these types of ‘intelligence collection versus evidence gathering’ dilemmas that have led to the situation where forty-six of those currently in Guantánamo have been assessed to be too dangerous for release, but cannot be tried in either a civilian or military court. This is because, according to Brookings scholar Benjamin Wittes, ‘they have not committed crimes cognizable under American law, because evidence against them was collected in the rough and tumble of warfare and would be excluded under various evidentiary rules, or because the evidence is tainted by coercion’ (for more information on coercion, see p. 18 – 30).16

These problems do not only apply to Guantánamo Bay. The U.S. and its allies have detained significant numbers of suspected fighters in Afghanistan and Iraq – according to al-Jazeera, over 3,500 in Afghanistan alone –17 as part of the rule of war. Some of these fighters may previously have been candidates for placement in Guantánamo Bay, were it not U.S. policy to close down the detention centre. Yet, it is also virtually impossible to try these individuals in any court system, in the U.S. or abroad.

The reason for this, as Lietzau has outlined in reference to Afghanistan, is that the detention of these people is not ‘because they have committed some criminal offence that we want to punish them for, but because they are the enemy’, and their detention is to ‘prevent a future threat’.18 The U.S.; the U.K.; or any of their allies in Afghanistan can theoretically detain a fighter until the end of hostilities with al-Qaeda and its associated forces, or as long as they continue to pose a military threat.

However, a series of safeguards have been put in place, in an attempt to ensure that the correct person has been detained, and to determine whether this person continues to pose a threat. In Afghanistan, capture leads to a commanding officer assessing – within a day – that the right person has been identified. Within sixty days, a review board for detainees considers intelligence reports and a statement from the detainee and witnesses; for this, the suspected fighter is given the assistance of a U.S. Army officer, as part of his defence. This process is then repeated every six months.19

This type of detention is considered necessary, due to the often unsatisfactory nature of the judicial systems (often because of corruption) in the war zones in which Western troops are engaged. In Afghanistan, N.A.T.O. has attempted to correct this by making structural improvements to the Afghan legal system (which has had only very limited success).20 Similar attempts were also made, by the U.S., in Iraq.21

However, the situation remains imperfect. Handing insurgents over to domestic judicial systems which do not have the will or capacity to imprison them threatens the lives of not only the U.S. and N.A.T.O. troops, but the domestic population they are attempting to protect.

Some – including former detainees of Guantánamo Bay – argue that if it is not possible to gain convictions in court, then any detainee must be innocent of wrongdoing.22 Others, such as Pentagon spokesman Todd Breasseale suggest that, ‘there’s a series of logic leaps that have to happen in someone’s understanding of how global operations work, in order to get to that point.’23

---


19 Ibid.


22 Moazzam Begg has publicly said that ‘[t]he issue here is: Apply the law. If I’ve committed a crime, we say, take this to court. After all of that, if they can’t produce something in court, then shame on them!’ See: ‘Jihadist or Victim: Ex-Detainee Makes a Case’, The New York Times, 15 June 2006, available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2006/06/15/world/15beggh.html?pagewanted=all.

23 Interview at Guantánamo Bay Detention Centre, June 2013.
No matter how dangerous the individuals involved, executing intelligence-led counterterrorism or military operations abroad does not easily translate into exhaustively gathering the evidence needed to pass the high bar for prosecution in a civilian or military court. The lack of civilian prosecutions of individuals caught in Afghanistan highlights the natural tension between war-zone operations and criminal prosecutions.

A) Efficiency of federal v military courts in overseas captures

Some human-rights organisations have argued that federal courts are perfectly equipped to handle those who are detained at Guantánamo. This claim has been backed up within the upper reaches of the U.S. government.

While conceding that military commissions would be required on occasion, Hillary Clinton, Secretary of State during Barack Obama’s first term, stated that civilian courts ‘have a much better record of trying and convicting terrorists than military commissions do’. One of Clinton’s predecessors, Colin Powell, Secretary of State during the George W. Bush administration, also stated his belief that civilian courts were suitable venues for dealing with the terrorist threat; Powell lauded the civilian courts’ history of ‘throwing people in jail religiously’, saying that military commissions ‘have not gotten up to speed to do that kind of thing’.

Dianne Feinstein, the current chair of the Senate Intelligence Committee, has also described federal trials as a ‘more efficient way’ of prosecuting terrorists, while Attorney General Eric Holder has proclaimed that ‘those who claim that our federal courts are incapable of handling terrorism cases are not registering a dissenting opinion [...] They are simply wrong’, describing federal courts ‘an unparalleled instrument for bringing terrorists to justice’.

One frequently cited statistic is that, since September 2001, federal courts have convicted 494 individuals for terrorism-related crimes, while military courts have only convicted five (after two convictions were overturned). However, it is unsurprising that federal courts are able to deal with a greater volume of cases. Though Human Rights First calculates there to be only 133 terrorism-related charges, there are over 4,000 other federal laws within the U.S. code which could, at least theoretically, be used to convict suspected terrorists. Furthermore, of the 494 convictions, the majority of individuals in the dataset that Human Rights First uses did not commit al-Qaeda-related offences or were not in any way linked to al-Qaeda inspired terrorism. For example, some individuals are connected to the Tamil Tigers (the Sri Lankan terrorist group) or the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia.

Military commissions, in contrast, have a much narrower jurisdiction; they only have authority over potential crimes that have violated the law of war, and they only have thirty-two charges available to

---

25 ‘Clinton backs civilian trials for terror suspects’, Agence France-Presse, 21 November 2010, available at: [http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5i6h3475NLq33FwsRFp9RS0E9FwQ](http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5i6h3475NLq33FwsRFp9RS0E9FwQ).
prosecutors – significantly less than those available under federal law. On top of which, they can only consider crimes committed by non-U.S.-citizen enemy combatants.32

Furthermore, according to a 2013 Henry Jackson Society study, only six of the 494 civilian convictions involved individuals who were captured abroad; had committed an al-Qaeda-related offence; and were charged with ‘Category I’ offences that could conceivably have been tried in a military commission. (The government’s own analysis, using a different methodology of what constitutes an al-Qaeda-related offence, places that figure higher, at eleven).33

Therefore, when using comparable cases – overseas captures – the numbers of convictions obtained in military commissions (five) and federal courts (six) are actually similar; certainly, federal courts have not outshone military courts when it comes to prosecuting terrorists captured abroad.

The ‘494’ analogy is misleading for a further reason: jurisdiction.

Only 152 of the 494 convicted were individuals who were part of al-Qaeda or associated forces (plus nineteen who committed suicide attacks, leading to an overall figure of 171 individuals who have committed an al-Qaeda related offence in the U.S.).34

Over half (54%) of this 171 were U.S. citizens;35 and there is no precedent for trying U.S. citizens at Guantánamo Bay. Only one U.S. citizen has ever been detained at Guantánamo (Yaser Esam Hamdi – who eventually renounced his citizenship and was transferred to Saudi Arabia), and he was captured in Afghanistan.

Furthermore, 82% of this 171 resided in the U.S. at time of charge or suicide attack. There is also no precedent for sending those arrested in the U.S. to Guantánamo Bay or trying them in a military commission. Only 12% were based abroad at time of incident (with the remaining 5% either of no fixed address or in Guantánamo Bay itself at the time of charge). Therefore, comparing the amount of federal and military convictions to prove any kind of point about the efficiency of either system is inappropriate: they operate on entirely different criteria.

B) Limitation of charges

To add to the problem of prosecuting Guantánamo detainees, there is also an ongoing legal conflict as to the use of the ‘material support for terrorism’ charge in military commissions.

33 The six are Ahmed Khalfan Ghailani, Aafia Siddiqui, Oussama Kassir, Wesam al-Delaema, Mohamed Suleiman al-Nalfi, and Mohammed Mansour Jabarah. The government also includes five individuals on this list who were excluded from the study in question, Al-Qaeda in the United States: A Complete Analysis of Terrorism Offenses. These five are Oumar Issa; Mohammed Abid Afridi; and Syed Mustajab Shah (who were excluded from Al-Qaeda in the United States because their offences involved drug trafficking and/or selling, and it could not be proved that they were specifically inspired by al-Qaeda ideology – as opposed to financial gain), and Mohammed Ali Hasan Al-Moayad and Mohammad Mohsen Yahya (excluded as their convictions specifically related to support for Hamas, a group not included in the study because its parameters were limited to al-Qaeda-related offences).
34 Defined as individuals either been convicted in a U.S. federal or military court, or who have committed suicide attacks in the U.S. (specifically in the years between 1997 and 2011). They must also satisfy at least one of the following: be a member of al-Qaeda – defined as having sworn bayat to its emir; have links to al-Qaeda’s senior leadership – either al-Qaeda central, or its regional franchises – for purposes that demonstrably, and knowingly, furthered al-Qaeda or an al-Qaeda-inspired terrorist-cause; have trained at camps known to be closely associated with al-Qaeda – including those in countries such as Afghanistan or Pakistan – and subsequently convicted for al-Qaeda-related terrorism offenses; be a member or associate of a group known to be affiliated or adherent with al-Qaeda and its ideology (including, but not limited to, Lashkar-e-Taiba, al-Shabaab, and Tehrik-e-Taliban). Should the individual not have any formal connections to al-Qaeda, they must instead demonstrate inspiration drawn from al-Qaeda’s ideology, as shown by any of the following: a self-proclaimed al-Qaeda-inspired motive (i.e. a suicide video or letter discussing key al-Qaeda concepts, such as martyrdom and jihad); an al-Qaeda-inspired motive for their offense, as identified and proven as such during trial; possession of jihadist, al-Qaeda or al-Qaeda-inspired material (including, but not limited to, teachings from individuals such as Osama bin laden, Abdullah Azzam, Ayman al-Zawahiri, and Anwar al-Awlaki); frequent contact with members of al-Qaeda, and requests for guidance, as part of the offense; proof of identification with global jihadist, as opposed to purely nationalist, aims; or affiliation with groups known to focus on global aims.
In civilian courts, this charge has proved invaluable. Between 1997 and 2011, a total of 415 separate charges were successfully brought against al-Qaeda-related offenders, almost a quarter (24%) of which were 18 U.S.C. § 2339A and 18 U.S.C. § 2339B: providing material support to terrorists or a designated terrorist group, and conspiring to provide material support to terrorists or a designated terrorist group, respectively. It is a potentially useful charge, as it allows for the prosecution of those who supported al-Qaeda and its associated forces yet may not be directly implicated in a specific plot. In U.S. civilian courts, what has constituted ‘material support (or conspiracy to provide material support) for terrorists or terrorist groups’ has ranged from money laundering, to providing martial arts training, and, from attending a terrorist training camp abroad, to intending to provide financial support.

Material support was included in the 2009 M.C.A., which specified the thirty-two different crimes over which military commissions had authority; however, these two statutes could not be applied to extraterritorial, non-American citizens for incidents before October 2001 (for 2339A) or December 2004 (for 2339B). Therefore, while American citizens were tried ex post facto on material-support charges for identical acts as some of those detained at Guantánamo – for example, attendance at an Afghan al-Qaeda training camp – non-U.S. citizens were not; moreover, they could not be, unless the offence took place after October 2001 (highly unlikely in some cases, considering that the training camps were dismantled in the wake of the U.S. invasion). Furthermore, the statute of limitations for material-support offences is normally eight years; as 759 out of 779 (97% of the total) of Guantánamo detainees were transferred there before 2006, the window for bringing charges against the majority has now closed.

Finally, the fact that the maximum sentence for material-support charges is fifteen years – and many detainees have spent almost fifteen years incarcerated anyway – means that, even if Guantánamo detainees could be tried on the U.S. mainland, this charge would barely be worth pursuing. Those found guilty would likely be immediately eligible for release when sentenced, yet possibly remain detained as an enemy combatant (though the unlikelihood of Guantánamo detainees being tried in the U.S. means that this quirk of the system is unlikely to be tested). In fact, the sentences for those convicted in military commissions have been relatively low, with two of the five convicted now repatriated to their homeland:

➢ David Hicks was convicted of providing material support to terrorism, and sentenced to seven years imprisonment. However, six years and three months of these were suspended, and nine months were to be served in Australia, where he now lives freely.

➢ Ibrahim al-Qosi was convicted of conspiracy and providing material support to terrorism; he was sentenced to fourteen years, twelve of which were suspended. He has now returned to Sudan.

Even the limited number of material-support convictions that have taken place in military commissions have so far proved contentious.

For example, Salim Hamdan – Osama bin Laden’s driver and bodyguard – was convicted in a military trial in 2008, for actions undertaken between 1996 and 2001. However, in October 2012, the D.C. Circuit reversed this upon appeal (the Supreme Court ruling of 2006, in *Hamdan v Rumsfeld*, reaffirmed detainees’ rights to use the civilian courts to challenge their detention, something not intended when military commissions were initially envisaged by the Bush administration).

This was because, at the time when Hamdan had provided the material support (between 1996 and 2001), it was not a war crime – it still is not, under the international law of war – and the M.C.A. could not act retrospectively to make it so. A similar problem applies to stand-alone conspiracy charges.

38 Ibid., p. 1.
39 Ibid., p. 22.
The U.S. government is currently appealing the Supreme Court ruling, the verdict of which will dictate the future use of material-support charges in military trials.  

**ISSUE 2: INTELLIGENCE & PREVENTION v EVIDENCE & PROSECUTION**

Intelligence agencies’ approach to counterterrorism can differ significantly from that of the police. In the wake of 9/11, the law-enforcement focus on arrests and convictions became less important than gathering intelligence about the enemy, leading to an increased focus on prevention via disruption and interrogation. This section analyses the problems that can occur from the differing approaches, especially with regard to being able to prosecute suspected terrorists, and why what may be excellent intelligence does not always translate into admissible evidence.

According to former U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft, the post-9/11 era required a ‘paradigm of prevention’ in order to thwart terrorist plots. Therefore, in order to prevent another attack comparable in scale to 9/11, the U.S. government has relied on improving its intelligence capabilities; less focus has been a law-enforcement model based mainly on arrests and convictions, and more on intelligence gathering, based on prevention via disruption and interrogation.

Yet, the operational tactics of law-enforcement and intelligence agencies can diverge significantly. Evidence collection and intelligence gathering are very different exercises, and primarily dealt with by separate government agencies (who do not always work in harmony).

While the goals of intelligence agencies are ‘detection, prevention, and disruption’, the goals of law-enforcement agencies also include assembling information that can be used in court. When acquiring a target, intelligence officials are not focused on finding prosecutable evidence; instead, they are attempting to interpret a mosaic of information. As British author William Shawcross puts it, ‘criminal justice is reactive, fighting terrorism is proactive’. These practices diverge in a way that can hinder successful prosecution in civilian courts.

Intelligence officials must make rapid decisions on whether to act on the information they have, in order to prevent an attack. Their work may not be conclusive enough to be presented in court, and they cannot consult legal officials with every operational decision.

Therefore, intelligence can be inconclusive and fragmentary, whereas evidence has to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. What may be excellent intelligence does not necessarily translate into excellent evidence.

This can lead to conflicts between competing agencies as to when, for example, the arrest of a cell being monitored should take place. If an arrest is made too early, there may not be enough evidence for a prosecution; however, the longer the authorities wait, the greater the risk that the attack takes place.

**A) Transatlantic ‘liquid bomb’ plot – U.S. & U.K., 2006**

A good example of this ‘arrest conflict’ was the transatlantic ‘liquid bomb’ plot of 2006. The al-Qaeda plot involved U.K. operatives setting off liquid bombs on at least seven transatlantic flights from the U.K. to Canada and the U.S. While British intelligence services were monitoring the conspirators, the U.S.

government was concerned that the U.K., in its determination to compile evidence that could be usable in court, would inadvertently allow the attack to take place.

In a 2012 retrospective documentary, General Michael Hayden, Director of the C.I.A. at the time of the conspiracy, summarised the American concerns as follows:

[H]ow long do you let it run before you disrupt it? […] letting it run has a hidden assumption, and the assumption is that you know enough about it; that you know enough about all the players; that there isn’t some element of this plot that’s actually ahead of the other elements. 46

Or, as Michael Chertoff, former Head of the Department of Homeland Security, also said in the same documentary:

Once you identify the people you know are plotting, you are confident you can stop them before they actually detonate a bomb or get on an airplane. The problem is what about the people you don’t know about? 47

From the British perspective, Andy Hayman, then-Assistant Commissioner Metropolitan Police Service, commented:

It is all very well to be sitting over in America and say “why don’t you go arrest them?”…but if we take them into custody too early and there is nothing to charge them with and we release them, that releases them back into the community. 48

As the plot progressed, the U.S. government became increasingly agitated at the imminence of the threat and the British determination to gain more evidence. Speaking in 2012, Hayden spelled out the security concerns clearly:

Let me just be very candid. It’s really hard to think up the public diplomacy strategy to say “yes we are sorry that the airliners went down. But, we were delaying the disruption of the plot so that we could build up evidence that was permissible in court.” There is no way to put that press release together. 49

Eventually, the Pakistani authorities arrested Rashid Rauf, a member of al-Qaeda who had served as the British plotters’ contact in Pakistan and who was operationally key to the plot. This arrest – possibly at the behest of the U.S. government – forced the British authorities to arrest the U.K. plotters immediately, as, once they knew that Rauf had been compromised, the cell could attempt to either escape the country or set their bombs off early.

In this case, the U.S. was less concerned about prosecution, and much more focused on prevention. This is something that Hayden is clear on, saying – in September 2013 – that ‘[w]e genuinely were getting impatient […] Truly our primary concern was disruption of the plot. No question about it’. 50

While American security concerns were understandable, British fears over the amount of evidence needed in order to gain convictions were equally well-founded. Despite collecting 26,000 exhibits, searching 102 properties, and seizing over 300 computers; 15,000 CDs; 500 floppy disks; and 14,000 GB of data, 51 the U.K. could only prosecute eleven of the twenty-four individuals initially arrested. Of these eleven, one – whom British intelligence sources regarded as the key al-Qaeda operative in Britain – was acquitted

47 Ibid.
48 Ibid.
49 Ibid.
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entirely.\textsuperscript{52} Overall, it took three trials before the government was able to obtain a set of convictions that matched the severity of the crime.\textsuperscript{53} This case further highlighted the tensions between the rule of armed combat and the law-enforcement approaches. To Hayden, ‘[t]his was an armed attack by an opposing armed enemy force. The short word for that is “war”’. And the objective of war is to kill or capture the enemy and to prevent him from attacking us.’\textsuperscript{54} This was not an interpretation shared by all of his British counterparts.

B) Manchester ‘Easter bomb’ plot – U.K., 2009

Another case which highlights the difficulties within the prevention/prosecution dynamic is that of a thwarted al-Qaeda plot in Manchester, England.

On 8 April 2009, ten Pakistanis and one British citizen were arrested on suspicion of planning to carry out a major attack between 15 April and 20 April (a time period that covered the Easter weekend).\textsuperscript{55} Potential targets included shopping centres and malls (the suspects had photographed each other outside several busy Manchester shopping areas).\textsuperscript{56} These suspicions were founded upon a series of e-mails between a Pakistani-based al-Qaeda associate and Abid Naseer, one of the accused.\textsuperscript{57} While the e-mails appeared to refer to Naseer’s various girlfriends and a forthcoming wedding, the British Security Service and police believed that these were, respectively, codes referring to explosives ingredients (including their availability) and the date of the attack itself.\textsuperscript{58}

As the attack appeared to be imminent, the police moved to detain the cell. However, after then-Assistant Commissioner Bob Quick of the Metropolitan Police was photographed by the press, carrying a document which outlined the times and places of these forthcoming arrests, the police were forced to bring their plans forward nine hours, in case these details were leaked.\textsuperscript{59}

Following police raids on residences across North West England, officers found maps with certain streets marked and the surveillance photographs of shopping centres, yet no evidence of bomb-making.\textsuperscript{60} With insufficient evidence available to sustain a prosecution, the police released all suspects without charge.

Of the ten Pakistani cell members, eight returned to Pakistan voluntarily, after being freed. A further two – Abid Naseer and Ahmad Faraz Khan – could not initially be deported, on human-rights grounds. However, in January 2013, Naseer was extradited to the U.S., to face trial for his role in the plot (which was regarded as one branch of three separate, planned al-Qaeda attacks of 2009 – with the other two occurring in New York City and Norway). For his activities in the U.K., Naseer was charged, in the U.S., with providing and conspiring to provide material support to al-Qaeda, and conspiring to use a destructive

\textsuperscript{54} ‘Stopping the Second 9/11’, National Geographic, 2012.
\textsuperscript{57} Naseer et al. and Secretary of State for the Home Department, Special Immigration Appeals Commission (May 2010).
\textsuperscript{60} ‘Cars and girls: email “codewords” that put MI5 on terrorist alert’, The Telegraph, 30 July 2009.
device. He is now awaiting trial. Khan decided to return to Pakistan voluntarily, after finding the British attempts to track his movements too overbearing.

The lack of prosecutions (let alone convictions) that occurred in this case led some to claim that it was not a viable plot, and that those arrested were not engaged in any kind of wrongdoing.

For example, the Muslim Council of Britain – a large Muslim umbrella group for mosques, charities, and schools – said that the government should apologise for treating the suspects ‘in a dishonourable fashion’. Inayat Bunglawala of Engage – a British, Muslim, advocacy group – called the government’s behaviour ‘reprehensible’; ‘underhand’; and ‘cowardly’, and said that it ‘shames our country’. He believed that the suspects deserved an apology from the government, having been ‘disgracefully’ smeared.

Two Labour politicians – Khalid Mahmood and Mohammed Sarwar – wrote a letter to the Labour Home Secretary, Jacqui Smith, in which they claimed to be ‘amazed, shocked and indeed worried’ that no charges were being bought, saying that the treatment of the ‘innocent young men’ was ‘deeply disturbing and gravely unjust’. The Liberal Democrats’ then-Home Affairs Spokesman, Chris Huhne, called the episode an ‘embarrassment’, and referred to contemporary accusations that the government had ‘exaggerated the national security threat’ in the past.

However, Justice Mitting, the Special Immigration Appeals Commission judge who heard Naseer’s deportation case, had access to classified intelligence regarding the nature of the plot. In 2010, Mitting concluded that Naseer was ‘an Al Qaeda operative who posed and still poses a serious threat to the national security of the United Kingdom’, and was supported by ‘committed Islamist extremist’ operatives who were ‘knowing participants in Naseer’s plans’.

Evidence of al-Qaeda’s involvement was further outlined in May 2011, when documents discovered at Osama bin Laden’s Abbottabad compound linked him directly to the plot. Among these files was a list of names, including those of the men arrested as part of the Manchester cell.

The comparison with the cell in the transatlantic ‘liquid bomb’ case is instructive: one was allowed to run long enough to (eventually) gain successful prosecutions; the imminence of the other – and reliance on classified intelligence – meant that it was not.

The legal outcome of both cases was different, and, subsequently, so was public perception of the seriousness of the arrests.

C) Attendance at training camps – British Guantánamo Bay detainees

Department of Defense intelligence assessments state that several British detainees at Guantánamo Bay attended training camps and fought alongside al-Qaeda and the Taliban. However – while the

---

61 Alleged Al-Qaeda Operative Extradited To United States For Role In International Terrorism Plot Targeting New York City, United Kingdom, and Scandinavia, United States Department of Justice, 3 January 2013, available at: http://www.justice.gov/usaq/nye/pr/2013/2013jan03.html.
intelligence case against these individuals may have been strong – for a variety of reasons, they could not be tried.

One such reason was the limitation on charges. For example, while receiving weapons training and receiving terrorist training were both covered in the U.K. Terrorism Acts of 2000 and 2006, it could not be applied retrospectively.\(^{69}\) Therefore, in British law, any British detainee who was present at training camps in the 1990s was not acting illegally.

Furthermore, the military interrogation summaries of such detainees – from where much of the prosecution evidence would come – was essentially hearsay\(^{70}\) and, therefore, inadmissible in the U.S. and U.K. civilian trial system.\(^{71}\) Lawyers would certainly have challenged the reliability of such evidence in court, as well as how the information was acquired, minimising the possibility of gaining a conviction.

Other practical issues also possibly prevented the U.K. government charging British citizens at Guantánamo Bay with offences upon their return home.

For example, the U.S. believed that Richard Belmar (who returned to the U.K. in January 2005) had received weapons training at al-Qaeda’s al-Farouq training camp, in the summer of 2001,\(^{72}\) an offence – theoretically – illegal under the Terrorism Act of 2000; however, the likelihood of a successful prosecution taking place after the fact was minimal. The alleged offence had been committed three-and-a-half years prior to his return, and his statements to interrogators at Guantánamo Bay would be classified as hearsay and, therefore, inadmissible.

Without an admissible confession, the case against Belmar would require physical evidence or witness testimony; yet, the possibility of being able to recover physical evidence – if it existed (such as fingerprints) – from an abandoned training camp (that had since been bombed), in an Afghan war zone, was remote.

If there were eyewitnesses whose evidence was admissible (i.e. there was no suggestion of coercion), and who would have been able to testify (i.e. individuals whom the state could fly over from Afghanistan to testify, or who were not already detained at Guantánamo Bay, for example), they would have been extremely hard to find.

In October 2002, the U.S. managed to avoid these practical difficulties, and brought charges in a civilian court against six men from Lackawanna, New York, who had trained at al-Farouq at a similar time as Belmar. These convictions were possible for a variety of reasons: the U.S. had tougher anti-terrorism legislation; the men had already returned to the U.S., voluntarily; there was no suggestion of coercion during their questioning; and at least one member of the cell was under F.B.I. scrutiny upon his return from Afghanistan.\(^{73}\) However, most significant one was that one of the defendants – Faysal Galab – agreed to testify against other members of the cell, prompting similar pleas from the rest of the co-accused.\(^{74}\)

---


\(^{71}\) Shawcross, Justice and the Enemy (2012), p. 120.


\(^{74}\) ‘Convicts grilled on al-Qaeda’, Rochester Democrat & Chronicle, 3 September 2003.
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Shaker Aamer

The ‘intelligence versus evidence’ problems that have meant that previous British detainees have not been able to be tried continue to apply with the remaining British resident at Guantánamo Bay: Shaker Aamer. According to the U.S., Aamer was captured in Tora Bora, Afghanistan, in December 2001, shortly after the U.S. and its allies attacked al-Qaeda and Taliban positions there. Under the international law of war, enemy belligerents can be removed from the battlefield until hostilities cease; as Aamer was assessed to have been fighting alongside al-Qaeda and its associated forces, entities against whom the U.S. is at war, he was detained upon capture. The U.S. say that Aamer was in possession of an AK-47 and false passport at the time of his capture.

The U.S. also believes that Aamer served as a sub-commander at Tora Bora, under the authority of Ibn al-Sheikh al-Libi. Aamer is suspected of knowing al-Libi from a previous trip to Afghanistan, as he had attended training at Khalden, the Afghan camp where al-Libi was emir. Seven separate sources at Guantánamo Bay (including Moazzam Begg and al-Qaeda-affiliated militant Abu Zubaydah) outlined Aamer’s connections to either al-Qaeda or Osama bin Laden.

Aamer, assessed as weapons-trained, is suspected of visiting Afghanistan multiple times, and of joining up with the mujahideen in 2000. He is thought to have been an associate of Abu Qatada; the ‘shoe bomber’, Richard Reid; and Zacarias Moussaoui (the only person to be convicted of an offence relating to 9/11). He also regularly attended Abu Hamza al-Masri’s Finsbury Park Mosque, a London-based recruitment centre and clearing house for terrorist training and planning in the late 1990s.

Alternately, Aamer’s U.K. supporters claim that he was in Afghanistan to carry out voluntary work for an Islamic charity. This claim has been repeated by the Member of Parliament (M.P.) for Bolton South East, Yasmin Qureshi, who believes that Aamer was in Afghanistan ‘legitimately, teaching’.

Some argue that the only way to reconcile these two competing accounts of Aamer’s conduct is by a trial in court. Aamer’s British lawyer, Clive Stafford Smith, has stated that he is ‘utterly convinced that Shaker was not involved in extremism’. He went on to say, ‘don’t take my word for it, let’s have a trial – that’s the British way of doing things, and it’s the American way too’. A similar line has been repeated in the U.K. House of Commons, where an April 2013 parliamentary debate focused on Aamer being detained without charge, rather than the complex issues surrounding such cases.

Conservative M.P. Mike Freer referred to Aamer’s situation as ‘akin to the treatment in Soviet gulags’; Jane Ellison, Aamer’s M.P., said that her constituent’s detention was ‘the ultimate stain on democracy’, and that there was ‘no credible evidence’ that Aamer had been engaged in ‘hostilities’; and Qureshi agreed that Aamer’s detention was ‘completely illegal, fundamentally flawed and against all principles of justice’. Green M.P. Caroline Lucas has claimed that any evidence that the U.S. had against Aamer was because he had been tortured and had been confessed to whatever the Americans wanted just to make the torture stop. Other M.Ps alleged that Aamer’s detention was because he was apparently a ‘key witness in exposing the torture and rendition’ carried out by the U.S. and U.K.

---
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These allegations require acceptance of Aamer’s (and his lawyers’) version of events; they also ignore the fact that others inmates who have possibly been tortured – such as Binyam Mohamed – have already been released by the U.S.

It is British-government policy that Aamer should be returned to the U.K. Aamer’s decade-plus detention and the fact that the U.S. has not charged him with a crime have also led to human-rights groups and sections of the media supporting his release. While Aamer wants to return to the U.K., so far he has only been cleared for transfer to Saudi Arabia, his country of birth.

### ISSUE 3: ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE

Not all evidence that the state has against terrorism suspects is admissible in court. This section looks at why this is, with particular focus on: the difficulties in bringing to trial both current and former Guantánamo Bay detainees, due to the nature of their past interrogation; accusations of torture; and why this makes prosecution unlikely.

**A) Classification, enhanced interrogation, and torture**

Disclosing classified information in court may pose a national security threat, by hindering ongoing investigations; revealing sensitive sources; or exposing intelligence-gathering methods, and there will be times when intelligence agencies will be understandably reluctant to do so. The obvious security implications mean that states must balance their national security interests with their legal obligations.

One controversy has been over whether particular interrogation methods have been excessively coercive. As Jess Bravin, Wall Street Journal journalist and author of *The Terror Courts* (2013), has written, ‘battlefield interrogations inherently are coercive; the prisoner knows his life rests in enemy hands’. However, there have been times when the level of coerciveness – and, on occasion, the classified nature of the methods used – has led to evidence gained against some al-Qaeda operatives becoming inadmissible in court. This is the case not only in civilian courts – where statements made under duress, or before Miranda rights have been read, are inadmissible – but also in U.S. military commissions.

Military commissions have more leeway with the ‘fruits’ of involuntary statements; yet, even those become inadmissible ‘unless the military judge determines by a preponderance of the evidence that— (i) the evidence would have been obtained even if the statement had not been made; or (ii) use of such evidence would otherwise be consistent with the interests of justice’. These are not simple assessments for judges to make, as they need to evaluate four separate factors: firstly, whether abuse took place; secondly, how serious this abuse was; thirdly, whether any – or, indeed, all – subsequent statements must be regarded as unreliable; and, fourthly, whether subsequent statements made in non-abusive conditions, by previously coerced detainees, can also ever be reliable.

---


Yet, the enhanced interrogation of a suspect does not necessarily stop prosecution, providing that other evidence is available. For example, al-Qaeda’s 9/11 mastermind, Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (K.S.M.), is currently being prosecuted in a military commission, for his role in those attacks; this trial is taking place despite the waterboarding being used on K.S.M. 183 times.88

Nevertheless, a series of other legal rulings, in habeas law suits, have suggested that even statements gained from suspects voluntarily may be inadmissible.89 In one case, a judge treated all comments made by a detainee at Bagram detention centre in Afghanistan – where abuse had previously taken place – with scepticism. This was because, even if the detainee himself was not personally mistreated, his potential knowledge of coercion taking place in that institution would make his statements potentially involuntary.90

As is argued by Brookings Institution scholars Benjamin Wittes; Robert Chesney; and Larkin Reynolds, ‘[w]e still lack a clear answer to the underlying question of how much and what type of mistreatment a detainee has to experience before the alleged abuse renders the resulting statements inadmissible or deserving of little or no weight’.91

However, there is little doubt that coercion of a small number of detainees has contributed to an inability to prosecute more terrorism suspects.

❖ Abu Zubaydah

One of the most controversial cases to which these coercion arguments could apply is that of Abu Zubaydah, suspected by the U.S. of being a senior member of al-Qaeda and an ‘operational planner, financier and facilitator of international terrorists and their activities’.92

Abu Zubaydah was captured in March 2002, in Faisalabad, Pakistan. He was, according to then-U.S. Vice President Richard Cheney, ‘the highest ranking al-Qaeda member we had captured to date’.93 Donald Rumsfeld, then-Defense Secretary, said that Abu Zubaydah was, ‘a close associate of [bin Laden’s], and if not the number two, very close to the number two person in the organization.’94 Overall, he was regarded by the U.S. as an integral figure within al-Qaeda; one of the highest-value operatives it was possible to apprehend; and an invaluable source of intelligence.

When captured, Abu Zubaydah had been shot three times.95 Severely wounded, he was taken to a C.I.A. facility, for interrogation and medical treatment. The F.B.I. and C.I.A. initially planned to question him together.96 Abu Zubaydah was not read his Miranda rights by the F.B.I.,97 which claims to have utilised relationship-building techniques in order to make Abu Zubaydah compliant. He revealed his identity, and – in hospital, as his health was declining – identified a photograph of K.S.M. 98

---

97 The warning that is given to suspects in U.S. custody, prior to questioning, to ensure that their answers are admissible in court.
The C.I.A. then took control of the interrogation – apparently, according to President Bush, because Abu Zubaydah had stopped being responsive but was assessed to have more information to reveal.\(^99\) The C.I.A. regarded Abu Zubaydah as ‘withholding critical threat information’, and someone who had ‘employed a host of resistance techniques’. It also believed him to be the ‘author of a seminal al-Qaida manual on resistance to interrogation methods’.\(^100\) As a result, it devised a list of enhanced interrogation techniques – approved as legal, by the Office of Legal Counsel at the Department of Justice – that could be used to extract further intelligence.

Abu Zubaydah was subsequently waterboarded.\(^101\) According to former F.B.I. agent Ali Soufan, he was also subjected to sleep deprivation; forced nudity; and loud music.\(^102\) Furthermore, despite the on-scene interrogation team declaring Abu Zubaydah now ‘compliant’, the belief within elements of the C.I.A. that he was still withholding information led to the use of the waterboard on Abu Zubaydah an additional time. The Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel would later describe this, in retrospect, as a potentially ‘unnecessary use of enhanced techniques’.\(^103\)

President Bush claimed that these enhanced interrogation techniques led to Abu Zubaydah revealing ‘large amounts of information on al-Qaeda’s structure and operations [and] leads that helped reveal the location of Ramzi bin al-Shibh, the logistical planner of the 9/11 attacks’.\(^104\) Others, such as Hayden, have also stressed the importance of these techniques in extracting information about al-Qaeda from Abu Zubaydah.\(^105\)

Abu Zubaydah is now detained at Guantánamo Bay. However, his actual importance has come to be hotly disputed. In a 2007 Combatant Status Review Tribunal held there, Abu Zubaydah claimed that his jailers had apologised to him, as they realised ‘you are not Number 3 [in al-Qaeda], not a partner, not even a fighter’.\(^106\) As the external leader, or emir, of the Khalden training camp in Afghanistan, Abu Zubaydah’s role was increasingly suspected to be that of a ‘fixer’ and facilitator who assisted Muslims – especially Arabs – with passports and travel in and out of training camps.\(^107\) His role as a terrorist mastermind linked to a series of al-Qaeda plots – including prior knowledge of 9/11 – began to be doubted.

Different government officials briefed the press with competing information on Abu Zubaydah. Some claimed that he was ‘intimately involved with al-Qaeda’, as one of their ‘key facilitators’, and that he had ‘offered new insights into how the organization operated, provided critical information on senior al-Qaeda figures … and identified hundreds of al-Qaeda members’.\(^108\) Another downplayed Abu Zubaydah’s importance, and said that ‘to make him the mastermind of anything is ridiculous.’\(^109\)

\(^100\) ‘The CIA Interrogation of Abu Zubaydah’, The Central Intelligence Agency (April 2010).
\(^109\) Ibid.
In the *habeas* hearing, *Zayn al Abidin Muhammad Husayn v. Robert Gates* (2009), the government made it clear that it did not consider Abu Zubaydah (the ‘Petitioner’) a “member” of al-Qaida in the sense of having sworn *bayat* (allegiance) or having otherwise satisfied any formal criteria that either Petitioner or al-Qaida may have considered necessary for inclusion in al-Qaida. Instead, he was labelled an ‘affiliate of al-Qaida’, who was ‘part of’ and ‘substantially supported’ hostile forces.

It is possible that the U.S. government was not asserting Abu Zubaydah’s membership label for tactical reasons – as attempting to prove that he was a member of al-Qaeda would lead to greater exploration of the circumstances under which he was interrogated. Alternatively, it is possible that initial assessments of Abu Zubaydah’s importance were flawed. Either way, he – along with all other Guantánamo Bay detainees – will not be tried in a civilian court.

Yet, the U.S. has not given up on trial in a military commission; recently declassified U.S.-government documentation continues to list Abu Zubaydah as someone whom it hopes to prosecute. On the surface, however, this appears unlikely. The possibilities that the government unnecessarily waterboarded someone who was not as important as it had suspected, and that the precise nature of his interrogation would be discussed in court, suggest that a prosecution would be challenging.

**Binyam Mohamed**

The interrogation of Abu Zubaydah was a crucial source of intelligence in another suspected plot: a supposed al-Qaeda plan to detonate a nuclear ‘dirty’ bomb in the U.S. Abu Zubaydah revealed the existence of this plan during his interrogation. He said that the plan was presented to him by the Ethiopian (and U.K. resident), Binyam Mohamed, and an American citizen, José Padilla. However, prosecution was significantly complicated by allegations of torture.

This was especially resonant in the case of Binyam Mohamed, who was arrested at Karachi International Airport in April 2002. In July 2002, he was rendered – by U.S. authorities – to officials in Morocco, who detained him until January 2004. He was then transferred to Bagram, Afghanistan, in May 2004. During this time there, he was questioned about a range of issues, including the ‘dirty bomb’ plot, before being transferred to Guantánamo Bay in September 2004.

The U.S. Department of Defense’s assessment of Mohamed was as follows. It believed that Mohamed met Abu Zubaydah and Abdul Hadi al-Iraqi (a senior member of al-Qaeda, now detained at Guantánamo Bay – where he is facing perfidy charges in a military commission) in Afghanistan, in January 2002. Al-Iraqi told Mohamed of a camp in Pakistan where could receive electronics training, including in remote-controlled I.E.D.s (improvised explosive devices). Mohamed, in a group of ‘mostly al-Qaida

---
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members’, subsequently relocated to a nearby Islamic school, where he met with a range of other individuals – including José Padilla. He was then chosen by al-Iraqi to attend the electronics training, with the agreement that he would return to Afghanistan to either train others or construct bombs on their behalf.

Mohamed; Abu Zubaydah; and approximately thirty other operatives then departed for Pakistan, eventually arriving in Lahore. Here, Mohamed learned from Padilla that the two of them were to be used for a terrorist attack, and of plans to use a hydrogen bomb. Abu Zubaydah discussed both the use of a gas tanker to cause an explosion, and a cyanide attack to be carried out with Padilla and Mohamed’s assistance. Mohamed and Padilla downloaded online information about how to construct a hydrogen bomb, and presented the idea to Abu Zubaydah, who recommended that they speak to K.S.M. regarding its viability.

In March 2002, Mohamed and Padilla made their way to Karachi, Pakistan, to meet K.S.M. and Saif al-Adel (an al-Qaeda military commander). They were told that their plot was too complicated, and K.S.M. instead suggested that Padilla use his explosives training to destroy apartment buildings in the U.S., using natural gas; K.S.M. and his nephew, Ammar al-Baluchi, provided Mohamed and Padilla instruction on how to perform this operation. Mohamed was advised to return to the U.K., to obtain valid travel documents, and then to meet up with Padilla again, in the U.S. He was therefore given a false passport and cash by al-Qaeda leaders.

However, he was arrested when trying to leave Pakistan, leading to his led detention in Pakistan; Morocco; and Afghanistan. As a result of the interrogations, Mohamed was assessed by the Department of Defense to be a ‘member of al-Qaida’ who ‘developed a plan to detonate a radiological device within the US and presented the plan to senior al-Qaida members for approval’. It claimed that Mohamed had ‘admitted ties with senior al-Qaida operational planners and facilitators’, and had:

extensive terrorist training in Afghanistan at camps associated with al-Qaida and North African extremists, and [had] traveled to Afghanistan in preparation for combat […] and [had] expressed his desire for martyrdom and willingness to attack US forces, US civilians, and any other opponent of al-Qaida.

Mohamed’s actions, including the potential use of a ‘dirty bomb’, led to a military charge of conspiracy being sworn against him, in November 2005. A Supreme Court ruling against the government temporarily stopped proceedings; yet, once they were renewed, a ‘providing material support to terrorism’ charge was added in May 2008. However, by October of that same year, the case had collapsed; and, by February 2009, Mohamed had returned to the U.K., where he was immediately freed.

There are several potential reasons why Mohamed’s case broke down; however, a key one was that, in the time period in which Mohamed was detained prior to his transfer to Guantánamo Bay, he was mistreated. According to U.S. District Court Judge Kessler,

---
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[Mohamed] was physically and psychologically tortured. His genitals were mutilated. He was deprived of sleep and food. He was summarily transported from one foreign prison to another. Captors held him in stress positions for days at a time. He was forced to listen to piercingly loud music and the screams of other prisoners while locked in a pitchblack cell. All the while, he was forced to inculpate himself and others in various plots to imperil Americans.124

This evidence – as part of another detainee’s habeas hearing – was not disputed by the government (again, either because it was true, or because the government did not want to have its interrogation methods exposed further in an open court). However, the government argued that it did not render statements which Mohamed gave at Guantánamo Bay as invalid. This was because the agent at Guantánamo Bay who had questioned Mohamed had ‘developed a relationship with him that was non-abusive, and, in fact, cordial and cooperative’, with the two sharing ‘a rapport that allowed [Mohamed] to voluntarily provide accurate information’.125

Judge Kessler acknowledged that ‘[t]he use of coercion or torture to procure information does not automatically render subsequent confessions of that information inadmissible’, as ‘[t]he effects of the initial coercion may be found to have dissipated to the point where the subsequent confessions can be considered voluntary’. However, she ruled that, ‘[f]rom Binyam Mohamed’s perspective, there was no legitimate reason to think that transfer to Guantánamo Bay foretold more humane treatment; it was, after all, the third time that he had been forced onto a plane and shuttled to a foreign country where he would be held under United States authority’. As his earlier abuse had ‘dominated’ his mind, Mohamed’s confessions at Guantánamo Bay could not be relied upon to be considered voluntary;126 as a result, the information that Mohamed had provided against another detainee (in this case, Farhi Saeed bin Mohammed) was seen as unreliable. Therefore, even if the U.S. government had proceeded with a trial against Mohamed, his mistreatment while in custody would likely have meant that statements extracted from him during his detention would have been inadmissible in both civilian and military courts anyway. Once this evidence was put aside, there were no clear grounds for prosecution of any specific crime.

However, there were arguably reasonable grounds to continue holding Mohamed as an enemy combatant. At Guantánamo, Mohamed claimed that the information on the ‘dirty bomb’ plot had been extracted ‘under duress’.127 Yet, at the same time, he admitted that he had travelled to Afghanistan in May 2001, saying that the purpose of this trip was to receive training in preparation for fighting jihad in Chechnya, and that he had trained at the al-Qaeda-linked al-Farouq training camp in Afghanistan – receiving instruction from an al-Qaeda operative there. Mohamed did not claim that these admissions came under duress.128

He, as with all British-based Guantánamo Bay detainees but one, was allowed to return to the U.K., where he was released without charge.

José Padilla

Mohamed’s suspected co-conspirator, José Padilla, was convicted in a civilian court. However, the charges of which he was convicted did not relate to the ‘dirty bomb’ plot, and his trial was also complicated by the treatment he had received while in custody.
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Padilla, too, had confessed to a ‘dirty bomb’ plot being hatched against the U.S. His arrest occurred at Chicago O’Hare International Airport, on 8 May 2002. Padilla was returning from Pakistan, and was in possession of $10,526 (in cash) and the names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of other al-Qaeda operatives. One month later, on 9 June, he was transferred into military custody and given ‘enemy combatant’ status. During this time, Padilla was held at a Navy brig in South Carolina, where U.S. officials claimed that he admitted to ‘exploring’ the ‘dirty bomb’ plot.

As a result of this interrogation, Padilla claimed that, in the summer of 2001, he was tasked by al-Qaeda’s top military commander, Mohammed Atef, with blowing up apartment buildings in the U.S. He went on to suggest that he was sent to Kandahar, Afghanistan, to receive training alongside another al-Qaeda fighter, Adnan el-Shukrijumah; however, the two did not get on, and the mission was abandoned.

Following the U.S.-military bombing raid that killed Atef in November 2001, Padilla attempted to flee to Pakistan. At the Afghanistan–Pakistan border, he met Abu Zubaydah for the first time. Once in Pakistan, Padilla and Mohamed approached Abu Zubaydah with the idea of detonating a nuclear bomb, having found online instructions on how to make one. They were subsequently dispatched to K.S.M., in March 2002, where the plan to use natural gas to destroy apartment buildings was discussed.

Then, in March 2003, K.S.M. was also captured, in Pakistan.

Under interrogation (he, too, was subjected to enhanced interrogation techniques – including extensive waterboarding), K.S.M. confirmed Mohamed’s story of a ‘dirty bomb’ plot being initiated by Abu Zubaydah. However, K.S.M. revealed that he had instead directed Padilla to pursue a more feasible plot, where he would travel to Chicago; rent an apartment block; and initiate a natural-gas explosion. He also said that he had directed Padilla to study the feasibility of an operation in which he would set fire to a hotel or gas station in the U.S.

As late as March 2007, K.S.M. told a Combatant Status Review Tribunal that he was in ‘directly in charge’ of ‘following up on. [sic] Dirty Bomb Operations on American soil’.

However, Padilla’s counsel had filed for a writ of habeas corpus, in June 2002, and, on 28 February 2005, a District of South Carolina court ruled that the government either charge Padilla or release him (with Judge Floyd stating that ‘this is a law enforcement matter, not a military matter’).

On 17 November 2005, terrorism charges were filed against Padilla. However, as the confessions that he had made on the Navy brig took place when he had not been read his Miranda rights or given access to a defence lawyer, they were inadmissible in a civilian court. Therefore, none of the charges related to a
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‘dirty bomb’ or K.S.M.’s apartment plot, which was not referred to in his indictment.\(^{137}\) In August 2007, Padilla was found guilty of conspiracy to murder; kidnap; and maim persons in a foreign country, conspiracy to provide material support to terrorists, and providing material support to terrorists.

Padilla’s legal team argued that he was tortured while incarcerated – by being kept in darkness and isolation, and being deprived of sleep and religious materials.\(^ {138}\) His attorneys released photographs of Padilla in chains and wearing blacked-out goggles and noise-reducing ear coverings.\(^ {139}\) During sentencing, Judge Cooke said that ‘conditions were so harsh for Mr. Padilla … they warrant consideration in the sentencing in this case’.\(^ {140}\) Consequently, he was initially sentenced to seventeen years and four months in jail.

However, in September 2011, a federal court ruled that his sentencing had been too lenient, and that ‘Padilla poses a heightened risk of future dangerousness due to his al Qaeda training. He is far more sophisticated than an individual convicted of an ordinary street crime.’\(^ {141}\) Furthermore, the court said that, while it was permissible to reduce Padilla’s sentence on account of the harsh conditions of his detention, it should not have been reduced by the amount that it was. The case has now been sent the case back to the district court for a new sentencing hearing.

There remains doubt as to the existence of the ‘dirty bomb’ plot. However, if one had existed the interrogation methods used on these detainees rendered any evidence gained as impermissible.

**Ahmed Ghailani**

The difficulty in prosecuting international terrorists in civilian courts was also displayed by the trial of Ahmed Ghailani, an al-Qaeda militant and associate of Osama bin Laden. Ghailani was being tried for his involvement in the 1998 bombings, at the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, which killed 224 people. He was the first – and remains the only – Guantánamo Bay detainee to be tried in a U.S. civilian court.

Ghailani had been charged *in absentia* in the U.S., in March 2001,\(^ {142}\) prior to his capture in Pakistan in July 2004.\(^ {143}\) In March 2008, under President Bush, the Department of Defense initially announced its intention to try Ghailani in a military court.\(^ {144}\) Yet, in May 2009, the Obama administration instead revealed that it planned to prosecute Ghailani in a civilian court.\(^ {145}\)

However, in an August 2010 U.S. District Court memorandum opinion, District Judge Kaplan stated that Ghailani – soon after his capture – had been placed in the C.I.A.’s Rendition, Detention, and Interrogation Program (R.D.I.), and had been subjected to ‘extremely harsh interrogation methods’.\(^ {146}\)

---
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His trial was subsequently sharply impacted by his treatment following his capture and designation as an enemy combatant. The government not only chose not to challenge Ghailani’s claims that his admissions to the C.I.A. had been coerced, it also chose not to include as evidence any statements that Ghailani had made while being interrogated in custody – as they could be the basis of an appeal (on the grounds that they were tainted, and should not have been admitted into evidence). As a result, while the jury was not given full details about Ghailani’s treatment by the C.I.A., neither were they told about statements from Ghailani that prosecutors said ‘amount[ed] to a confession’.147

Also problematic was the government’s inability to call a key witness – Hussein Abebe, the supplier of the Tanzanian cell’s T.N.T. – to testify or be received in evidence. Abebe had been due to testify that Ghailani had bought the explosives from him with knowledge and intent; the prosecution described him as a ‘giant witness for the government’, stating that ‘[t]here’s nothing bigger than him’, and that, without Abebe, the prosecution had ‘no way of putting such evidence in front of the jury at all’.148

Yet, Abebe’s identity was only discovered due to statements that Ghailani had made while being interrogated by the C.I.A.149 As a result of this testimony, Abebe was arrested in Arusha, Tanzania, in August 2006, by Tanzanian authorities. He was flown to Zanzibar, and questioned by Tanzanian officials and the F.B.I., for a week; he subsequently agreed to testify against Ghailani – willingly, according to both sets of authorities who had undertaken the interrogations.150

However, the government failed to satisfy the judge that Abebe’s statements were voluntary, or that his agreement to testify had not been coerced. In his August 2010 memorandum opinion, Judge Kaplan stated,

> The record discloses nothing about what happened while he was in Tanzanian custody, and it is sketchy even about what took place after the FBI arrived. We know only that [Abebe] was released after he was questioned by the FBI and promised to appear as a witness in this case.151

Judge Kaplan was of the opinion that Abebe ‘was no volunteer in the first place. Quite the contrary. He was induced to testify only out of fear of the consequences of not doing so, including possible prosecution and, conceivably, worse.’ Abebe’s claims to be testifying of his own volition, Kaplan asserted, ‘cannot be squared with the facts […] That testimony, the court finds, was false’.152

Furthermore, Judge Kaplan found that the government had failed to prove that ‘Abebe’s testimony would be so attenuated from Ghailani’s coerced statements’ to permit its receipt in evidence,153 using the ‘fruit of the poisonous tree’ metaphor to suggest that since Ghailani’s original testimony was coerced, it subsequently tainted Abebe’s statements.154 He concluded that ‘the link between the C.I.A.’s coercion of
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Ghailani and Abebe’s testimony is direct and close, and, therefore, that Abebe’s testimony ‘would be the product of statements made by Ghailani to the CIA under duress’.

The lack of usable evidence from Abebe’s interrogation – and the fact that the government chose not to litigate the details of Ghailani’s treatment, in order to avoid discussion of the R.D.I. programme – compromised the entire case. In November 2010, Ghailani was found guilty on one count of conspiracy to destroy buildings and property of the United States (and was eventually jailed for life); however, he was acquitted on 284 other counts of conspiracy- and terrorism-related charges – including conspiracy to kill Americans, and to use weapons of mass destruction.

While Abebe’s lack of testimony was highly significant, Judge Kaplan stated that ‘it is very far from clear that Abebe’s testimony would be admissible if Ghailani were being tried by military commission’, as that too excludes evidence obtained via torture and cruel; inhuman; or degrading treatment.

Ghailani’s verdict was regarded by those within the Obama administration, including Attorney General Eric Holder, as the ‘death-knell’ for the Obama administration’s plans to try K.S.M. and fellow 9/11 conspirators in a civilian court.

Mohamedou Ould Slahi

The previous treatment of Guantánamo Bay detainees has negatively impacted other potential trials as well; one such example is that of the Mauritanian, Mohamedou Ould Slahi.

Slahi’s habeas hearing – which excluded information potentially gained via torture – outlined his connections to al-Qaeda: he had travelled to Afghanistan in 1990, in support of the mujahideen, where he had attended an al-Qaeda-run training camp, swearing an oath of loyalty in March 1991. While he claimed to have severed ties in 1992, the government believed that he continued to recruit for al-Qaeda, and had provided ‘sporadic support’ until his arrest in November 2001. He was also an associate of Ramzi bin al-Shibh (one of al-Qaeda’s key co-ordinators in the 9/11 plot) and Abu Hafs al-Mauritani (who was on al-Qaeda’s shura council). In March 2010, District Court Judge Robertson concluded that Slahi was, at the very least, an ‘al-Qaida sympathiser’.

Western intelligence also suspected that Slahi was linked to al-Qaeda’s 1998 East African Embassy bombings, and the Los Angeles International Airport plot of New Year’s Eve 2000. Furthermore, it believed that he persuaded al-Shibh; Ziad Jarrah; and Marwan al-Shehhi (two future 9/11 hijackers) that, instead of fighting Russians in Chechnya, they should join al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. He was also suspected of running websites that had secret portals in which al-Qaeda sympathisers with passcodes could share information.
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Slahi was captured in Mauritania, in November 2001, and rendered to Jordan, before being transported to Bagram, Afghanistan. He was moved to Guantánamo Bay in 2002, where he was questioned for five months by the F.B.I. However, from July 2003, with the perception being that little progress was being made—and, as Slahi was regarded as a high-value detainee because of his links to the 9/11 attacks—163 he underwent enhanced interrogation techniques at Guantánamo;164 these included exposure to extreme temperatures, sensory manipulation, and sexual degradation.165 He also claimed to have been physically attacked,166 although these accusations were rejected by the Department of Defense.167

Slahi eventually began to divulge large amounts of information on al-Qaeda operatives and how the group worked; however, his treatment meant that a prosecution had become impossible. While he remains detained at Guantánamo Bay, a District Court judge stated in April 2010 that some of the evidence against Slahi was ‘attenuated, or so tainted by coercion and mistreatment, or so classified, that it cannot support a successful criminal prosecution’.168 As Bravin wrote in The Terror Courts, ‘[t]he trial could end up being more about what the government did to Slahi than what he did for al-Qaeda’.169

Despite this, in Salahi v. Obama, Judge Robertson found ‘ample evidence’ that, despite Slahi’s mistreatment, at some point—after the passage of time and intervening events, and considering the circumstances—the taint of abuse and coercion may be attenuated enough for a witness’s statements to be considered reliable[.].170

Judge Robertson essentially decided that the ‘taint’ from earlier abuse might fade to the extent that a subsequent confession from Slahi, after his ‘coercive interrogation’, could be considered voluntary. This approach, however, is not applied consistently from judge to judge, as each has differing interpretations on what steps need to be taken to remove the ‘taint’ of earlier mistreatment, and on what the government is required to do to disprove that such a ‘taint’ even exists.171

This inconsistency makes it hazardous for governments to pursue prosecutions, as there is considerable uncertainty as to whether or not a judge will rule against them and open up previous examples of coercion to greater public scrutiny.

**Mamdouh Habib**

Similar problems arose in the case regarding Mamdouh Habib, an Egyptian-born resident of Australia. Habib had moved to Afghanistan in the summer of 2001, before being captured in Pakistan and rendered to Egypt in November 2001. He arrived in Guantánamo Bay in May 2002.

The U.S. attempts, of 2004, to bring charges against him for a military commission was partly a political calculation, as the then-Australian Prime Minister, John Howard, had already shown support for the prosecution of Australian citizens in such courts.
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Yet, during interrogation, Habib offered wildly contradictory information. Nevertheless, the most significant piece of evidence against him was a phone call that he had made to his wife, on 9/11. Habib was thought to have called her two hours prior to the attacks on the World Trade Center, warning that they were about to take place; such knowledge would have placed Habib within the higher echelons of al-Qaeda’s leadership. In addition, at one stage, Habib said that he had trained six of the 9/11 hijackers in martial arts, and that he had planned to hijack a flight himself.  

However, he also claimed that, while detained in Pakistan, he had been electrically shocked and beaten, and that, while in Egypt, he was tortured. An Australian court heard that, in Egypt, Habib had suffered:  

- the removal of fingernails,  
- the use of electric prods,  
- threatened sexual assault with a dog,  
- forcible injection with drugs,  
- extinguishment of cigarettes on flesh,  
- the insertion of unspecified objects and gases into his anus and the electrocution of his genitals.

Again, such alleged treatment complicated any trial. Ultimately, despite the intelligence suggesting Habib’s prior knowledge of 9/11, the case was dropped in January 2005, due to a lack of enough evidence to warrant a military-commission trial. As President Bush had assured Prime Minister Howard that Australian citizens would either be tried or released, Habib was returned to Australia that month, where he still lives today.

Mohammed al-Qahtani

Arguably, the most significant figure who could not be tried due to concerns over his previous treatment was Mohammed al-Qahtani – widely thought to have been the ‘twentieth hijacker’ on 9/11, who, on 4 August 2001, was refused entry into the U.S. Mohamed Atta, the ringleader of the 9/11 operation, was waiting to pick al-Qahtani up at Orlando International Airport, and K.S.M. and Mustafa al-Hawsawi (key planners of the 9/11 attacks) confirmed that he was the final member of the hijackings teams. Al-Qahtani was due to be the fifth member of the team on UA93, the plane that eventually crashed in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, after the passengers fought back against the hijackers.

Al-Qahtani was captured while fleeing Tora Bora in December 2001, and sent to Guantánamo Bay in February 2002. His fingerprints matched those of the individual who had unsuccessfully attempted to enter the U.S. via Orlando, Florida, in August 2001. However, extracting intelligence from al-Qahtani was likely prioritised over prosecuting him in a military commission. Between November 2002 and January 2003, he was subjected to almost two months of physical and psychological interrogation methods – including being forced to listen to loud music and white noise, being sexually humiliated, and being made to perform dog tricks.

Charges against al-Qahtani were dismissed in May 2008. In a 2009 interview, Susan Crawford (the military commissions Convening Authority, whose task it was to decide which cases were to be brought to military commission) explained that, despite the interrogators using approved methods, it was her belief that al-Qahtani had been tortured: ‘[h]is treatment met the legal definition of torture. And that’s why I did not refer the case’.
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However, Crawford simultaneously outlined the constant tension between liberty and security that makes such cases so problematic:

[H]e would’ve been on one of those planes had he gained access to the country in August 2001 […] He’s a muscle hijacker….He’s a very dangerous man. What do you do with him now if you don’t charge him and try him? I would be hesitant to say, “Let him go.”179

Al-Qahtani, who remains at Guantánamo Bay, is on a list of those whom the U.S. still hopes it can prosecute at a military commission. 180

B) Miranda rights

A 1966 U.S. Supreme Court ruling requires law-enforcement officers to inform suspects of their rights (and have the suspects acknowledge that they understand their rights), as well as have a lawyer present during an interrogation.

There are public-safety exceptions, and, since 1984, suspects have been allowed to be questioned without being read their Miranda rights – if there is an imminent threat. In 2011, the Obama administration expanded this, to give interrogators greater freedom and flexibility in being able to waive Miranda rights in ‘exceptional cases’ where ‘unwarned interrogation is necessary to collect valuable and timely intelligence not related to any immediate threat’.181

This public-safety exception was utilised in order to interrogate one of the Boston Marathon bombers of February 2013, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, for sixteen hours before he was read his Miranda rights. During this time, he accepted responsibility for the bombings; yet, after being informed of his constitutional rights, Tsarnaev did not offer any more information. It is unclear at present as to whether the information extracted from Tsarnaev prior to his Miranda rights being read will be admissible in court.182

However, Miranda issues have arisen in other terrorism cases, even if convictions have eventually been gained. This issue is especially pertinent in relating to overseas captures. The reading of Miranda rights to a combatant captured on the battlefield, for example, does not guarantee that all evidence gained subsequently is easily usable in a civilian court if other safeguards – such as humane treatment of the combatant – are not met.

❖ John Walker Lindh

An example of one type of Miranda problem was provided in the case of John Walker Lindh, an American citizen who trained at an al-Qaeda camp and subsequently served alongside the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001.183

Lindh was captured by Northern Alliance forces, in November 2001, and detained at the nearby Qala-i-Jangi compound, Afghanistan, which was being used by the U.S.; U.K.; and Northern Alliance to house Taliban and al-Qaeda fighters. Several hundred prisoners staged a violent uprising at this compound, during which Lindh was shot in the leg.

The uprising was eventually quelled, and, on 1 December 2001, Lindh was taken back into custody and handed over to the U.S. forces.\(^{184}\) However, the bullet in his leg was not removed (and would not be until 14 December).\(^{185}\)

On 7 December, Lindh arrived at a U.S. base just outside Kandahar, for questioning.\(^{186}\) Before the F.B.I. began conducting its interrogation, it notified the Department of Justice that it was planning to question Lindh without a lawyer present – something, it was warned by Justice Department lawyers, that was ‘not authorised by law’.\(^{187}\)

Despite this, the interrogation took place. Lindh was read his ‘advice of rights’ form and given his *Miranda* warning, which he waived, and agreed to be questioned without legal representation.\(^{188}\)

During this interview, Lindh made a series of incriminating statements – including claiming to have attended an al-Qaeda training camp, to have come into contact with Osama bin Laden, and to have fought with the Taliban.

Upon learning that this interrogation had taken place, the Justice Department’s legal advisor stated that the information revealed may only be used for national security purposes, and not in a criminal court. As Lindh had been read his *Miranda* rights, the prosecution would eventually argue that the confession was lawful; however, the Justice Department believed that there remained an issue over whether or not it had been ‘coerced’, as Lindh had been blindfolded and tied up.\(^{189}\) Furthermore, Lindh was not told that his father had a lawyer on retain.\(^{190}\)

In 2002, the U.S. attempted to prosecute Lindh in a civilian court, on ten separate charges – including conspiracy to murder U.S. nationals, and supplying services to al-Qaeda. Yet, his attorneys claimed that Lindh had only confessed to his crimes in an attempt to gain food, and medical attention for his still-untreated bullet wound, and also accused the U.S. of inhumane treatment towards their client.\(^{191}\) They also attempted to suppress the use of any evidence gained from Lindh’s interrogation.\(^{192}\)

As a result, a plea bargain was struck, in which Lindh pleaded guilty to two offences – for which he was sentenced to twenty years in jail – but would have all remaining charges dropped.\(^{193}\) Lindh pleaded guilty to supplying services to the Taliban, and to using or carrying an explosive during the commission of a felony. However, his was an early example of the problems that could emerge when *Miranda* warnings needed to be read, and of the problem of converting intelligence into evidence that could be used in court.

---
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ISSUE 4: POLITICS

Political calculations can also affect national security policy. This section provides case studies of why prosecutions have not taken place due to political manoeuvring and compromises.

A) Khalid Sheikh Mohammed

Another reason as to why those currently held at Guantánamo Bay cannot be tried in a civilian court is down to the political machinations surrounding such a prospect. This was especially the case when, in November 2009, Attorney General Eric Holder announced his intention to try K.S.M. and his fellow 9/11 conspirators in New York.

Some within the U.S. political system – primarily, although not exclusively, Republicans – regard the likes of K.S.M. as soldiers from an enemy force, as opposed to common criminals who should be given a trial. For example, Lindsey Graham (Republican, South Carolina) and John McCain (Republican, Arizona) wrote in May 2009 that:

> [t]he detainees held at Guantánamo are not common criminals, but warriors the vast majority of whom are fundamentally committed to the destruction of our way of life. The appropriate legal foundation upon which detainee policy should be built is the law of war, along with procedures adapted from our military justice system.\(^{194}\)

Others objected to the idea of K.S.M. being given such a public platform from which to proselytise. A cross-party group of six senators wrote to President Obama, to declare that a New York trial would provide the defendants ‘one of the most visible platforms in the world [on which] to exalt their past acts and to rally others in support of further terrorism’.\(^{195}\)

For such reasons, there is little willingness within Congress to approve the transferral of Guantánamo Bay detainees onto the U.S. mainland, and potentially allow them access to greater protection under the U.S. constitution.

Another reason why the K.S.M. civilian trial failed was the potential financial cost. In January 2010, New York’s mayor, Michael Bloomberg – who was initially supportive of holding the trials there, before reversing course – wrote to the White House, to inform its staff that providing security for the trial would cost $216 million in the first year and $200 million for every year afterwards.\(^{196}\) This led to disputes as to who should pay – the federal government or the city.\(^{197}\) These were legitimate concerns – with the trial potentially lasting five years, the cost may have been up to $1 billion.\(^{198}\)

The objections to the financial costs went hand in hand with other concerns about the disruptiveness of such a trial; then-New York Governor, David Paterson, expressed worry as to the economic impact and

\(^{194}\) ‘How to Handle the Guantanamo Detainees’, \textit{The Wall Street Journal}, 6 May 2009, available at: http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124157680630090517.html. Graham would later go on to say that ‘[m]ost Americans believe that the people at Guantánamo Bay are not some kind of burglar or bank robber. They are bent on our destruction [...] The people who attacked us on 9/11, in that prison, want to destroy our way of life. They don’t want to steal your car. They don’t want to break in your house [...] I think the American people are [saying [...] “Have you lost your mind? We’re at war. Act like you’re at war.”’ See: ‘Sen. Lindsey Graham calls Guantanamo Bay detainees “crazy bastards”’, \textit{Politico}, 30 November 2012, available at: http://www.politico.com/story/2012/11/sen-lindsey-graham-calls-guantanamo-bay-detainees-crazy-bastards-84449.html#ixzz2f4dEOG9s.


\(^{198}\) Klaidman, \textit{Kill or Capture} (2012), p. 182.
disruption the trial could cause. Furthermore, polling suggested that the majority of Americans favoured a military tribunal, over a civilian court, for the defendants.

In January 2011, President Obama signed that year’s National Defense Authorization Act, which prevented the use of Pentagon funds for transferring Guantánamo detainees into the U.S. or – unless the Secretary of Defense was willing to guarantee that there was no possibility of recidivism – for transferring Guantánamo detainees to live abroad. While the plan to try these detainees in the U.S. was always likely to prove impossible (for the political and evidentiary reasons discussed), this act essentially ended any prospect of it.

B) Moazzam Begg & Feroz Abbasi

Several years before the controversy concerning the 9/11 defendants, political calculations contributed to two other Guantánamo Bay detainees not being prosecuted: the British citizens, Moazzam Begg and Feroz Abbasi. Feroz Abbasi was a convert to Islam who used to live in London’s Finsbury Park Mosque when, between 1997 and 2003, it was run by Abu Hamza al-Masri. He stayed there for approximately a year, and was part of the mosque’s security detail.

The U.S. believed that Abbasi was dispatched, by Abu Hamza, to the al-Farouq training camp in Afghanistan, where he received military training and heard Osama bin Laden speak. He was then suspected to have travelled to Kandahar, where he met K.S.M. and outlined his willingness to take part in a ‘martyrdom’ mission.

According to a memoir that he wrote in Guantánamo Bay, Abbasi also met two of Osama bin Laden’s military commanders, Mohammed Atef and Saif al-Adel, telling them that he ‘would like to take action against the American and Israeli forces because Jihad is an obligation on my person’. He reiterated this to Saif al-Adel after al-Qaeda had killed Northern Alliance leader Ahmed Shah Massoud, on 9 September 2001.

After 9/11, that same Guantánamo diary of Abbasi’s said that he had volunteered to join a group of al-Qaeda fighters who were defending Kandahar Airport (which, he claimed, was ‘the most dangerous’ task that he could be given). Following U.S. bombing raids and the fighters losing control of the airport, Abbasi attempted to flee to Pakistan; he was captured en route.

Moazzam Begg, meanwhile, had moved to Afghanistan with his family, in July 2001. He says that he moved there to help set up both a girls’ school and a school for ‘refugee children’. However, the U.S. believed

204 Cited in: Peter L. Bergen, The Osama Bin Laden I Know: An Oral History of al Qaeda’s Leader (Free Press, 2006), p. 275. In the same diary, Abbasi described Atef as ‘the brains behind al-Qaeda, Osama bin Laden was just there for show’.
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him to be a trained al-Qaeda fighter, funder, recruiter, and supporter who had fought alongside both al-Qaeda and the Taliban in Tora Bora, Afghanistan, in December 2001.\footnote{34}

Begg was detained in Islamabad, Pakistan, in January 2002. He was held in Bagram, Afghanistan, between February 2002 and February 2003. While here, Begg claims he was tortured.\footnote{34}

According to \textit{The Terror Courts} author Jess Bravin, the Department of Justice had built a case against Begg. They believed that, while he had been held without charge and denied counsel following his capture, the precedent set by the prosecution of John Walker Lindh meant that this was not an insurmountable problem. Furthermore, they believed their case was strengthened by his detention taking place in Afghanistan, a war zone.\footnote{34}

In \textit{Terror Courts}, Bravin states that the Department of Justice planned to use the information provided by Begg and Abbasi, who had been captured in Afghanistan, to help build a case against Abu Hamza. According to Bravin, Begg agreed to a deal in Bagram, whereby he would plead guilty to (as yet, undisclosed) charges and then co-operate with the F.B.I. – with a view to becoming a witness in terrorism trials against al-Qaeda suspects. As a result, charges were set to be filed against Begg once he was sent to the U.S.\footnote{34}

However, Begg was scheduled to be the first candidate to be prosecuted under the newly established military commissions.\footnote{34} The Department of Defense transferred Begg to Guantánamo Bay, on 2 February 2003. This damaged the prospect of a federal prosecution, as his detention at a site so far removed from the Afghan battlefield would lead a federal judge to question whether Begg’s subsequent detention without charge; lack of counsel; and – as Begg’s lawyers would claim – coercion; was justifiable.\footnote{34}

Once at Guantánamo, the Department of Defense’s Criminal Investigations Task Force, and agents from the F.B.I., presented Begg with a confession to sign that mirrored the crimes to which he had confessed in Bagram. He was also scheduled to be put into a witness-protection programme. According to the F.B.I., Begg’s statement outlined his sympathies for al-Qaeda’s cause; his attendance at training camps; his association with ‘prominent terrorists’, with whom he had discussed potential terrorist acts; and how he had been involved in the recruitment of jihadist operatives, and the financial support of training camps. Begg made some edits, but signed the document.\footnote{34}

Begg has since said that ‘there still wasn’t a crime in the statement, certainly not one that I could see’.\footnote{34} He would later go on to say, ‘There is no specific allegation; there are no specific charges…Whom did I recruit? When did I recruit them? Who told them this? What is the corroborating information – names, times, places?’\footnote{34} He has also stated that he ‘was made to sign [the confession], in effect, by coercion, and under duress’.\footnote{34}

The U.S Department of Justice’s Office of the Inspector General investigated Begg’s claims and ‘concluded that the evidence did not support the allegation that [FBI agents] coerced Begg into signing the statement.’
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The Department of Defense performed three investigations into Begg’s claims of abuse, and ‘found no evidence to substantiate his claims.’\footnote{A Review of the FBI’s Involvement in and Observations of Detainee Interrogations in Guantanamo Bay, Afghanistan, and Iraq, United States Department of Justice (2008), p. 268.}

Begg’s charges were formally sworn in July 2003.\footnote{‘Background Briefing on Military Commissions’, United States Department of Defense, 3 July 2003, available at: http://www.defense.gov/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=2797.} The Pentagon’s general counsel expected Begg to agree to his plea bargain, and that the trial would be concluded within a fortnight.\footnote{Bravin, The Terror Courts (2013), p. 123.} Prosecutors began to discuss the appropriate sentence length (which ranged between twelve and twenty years);\footnote{Ibid., p. 122.} and he would have likely served this sentence at Guantánamo Bay.

Yet, upon learning that Begg and Abbasi were due to be put before a military commission, members of the British parliament demanded that the men be repatriated to the U.K.\footnote{ Ibid., p. 124.} Lord Goldsmith, the British government’s then-Attorney General, stated that the defendants should be given access to British counsel and be able to challenge their statements and appeal their convictions, in civilian courts.\footnote{Ibid., p. 125.} Goldsmith also turned down a White House offer to allow Begg and Abbasi to serve their sentences in the U.K.\footnote{Ibid., p. 126.} The British government pressured the U.S. to allow a British attorney to join Begg’s legal team and ensure that he could not be sentenced to death.

As late as August 2003, some U.S. officials considered guilty pleas inevitable;\footnote{‘Guilty Pleas Expected at Tribunals’, The Wall Street Journal, 11 August 2003, available at: http://online.wsj.com/article/0,,SB106055534827769890,00.html.} however, by November, both Begg and Abbasi’s potential trials had collapsed. According to Bravin, Prime Minister Tony Blair (under intense domestic pressure because of his perceived closeness to the U.S. and the Iraq war) believed that he needed to show a degree of political separation between the U.K. and the U.S. As a personal favour, President Bush subsequently agreed that no Britons would face a military commission;\footnote{Bravin, The Terror Courts (2013), p. 126.} he then went one step further, in sanctioning the British detainees’ releases. By doing so, President Bush ignored objections from the Pentagon; C.I.A.; and F.B.I., all of whom regarded Begg as a national security threat.\footnote{ ‘Jihadist or Victim: Ex-Detainee Makes a Case’, The New York Times, 15 June 2006.}

The cancellation of the Begg and Abbasi trials had a significant impact on the nascent military-commissions system as a whole. Theirs were regarded as some of the strongest cases that prosecutors had,\footnote{Bravin, The Terror Courts (2013), p. 127.} and one Pentagon official stated that ‘[m]any, many people in [the Department of Defense] were very upset about how it all played out with the British detainees’.\footnote{Ibid., p. 126.} A memorandum from within the Office of Military Commissions, to William Lietzau (then-U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Detainee Policy), would later cite the release of ‘serious offenders’ Begg and Abbasi as a reason for ‘extremely low’ morale within the Office.\footnote{Ibid., p. 241.}

Begg was returned to the U.K. in January 2005. He did not face any charges there. His confessions at Bagram and Guantánamo Bay would likely have been challenged in court and there was uncertainty about the precise nature of what he would be charged with in the civilian court system.

Once back in the U.K., Begg became the Director of Cageprisoners, an organisation which campaigns for the release of detained terrorist suspects and which describes itself as a ‘human rights organisation that exists solely to raise awareness of the plight of the prisoners at Guantánamo Bay and other detainees held as part of the War on Terror’.\footnote{Ibid., p. 241.}
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ISSUE 5: DRONES & ACCESSIBILITY

The previously identified problems that the state has had in prosecuting terrorists, the ongoing political controversy over detention policy, and the geographical inaccessibility of certain al-Qaeda forces has led the Obama administration to place a greater emphasis on killing terrorists via drone strikes. However, these have also proved controversial, especially the targeting of Anwar al-Awlaki, a U.S. citizen.

In a May 2013 speech, President Obama stated that,

Al Qaeda and its affiliates try to gain foothold in some of the most distant and unforgiving places on Earth. They take refuge in remote tribal regions. They hide in caves and walled compounds. They train in empty deserts and rugged mountains. In some of these places […] the state only has the most tenuous reach into the territory.233

The difficulties surrounding the capture and prosecution of such individuals has led to the increased use of armed drones.

Drones were first used by President Bush: the first armed Predator drone was launched over Afghanistan, on 7 October 2001, with its first use in a targeted killing occurring a year later.234 However, the use of drones has increased exponentially under President Obama. According to the New America Foundation, Obama has approved 318 drone strikes in Pakistan, and ninety-three in Yemen. In contrast, Bush approved forty-eight drone strikes in Pakistan, and only one in Yemen.235

While Obama has stated that ‘our preference is always to detain, interrogate, and prosecute’ terrorists,236 al-Qaeda operatives abroad – despite the potential threat that some of them have posed – are unrealistic candidates for trials in court, and are now under constant threat of drone attack.

A) ‘Signature’ strikes

‘Signature’ drone strikes take place against groups of military-age males, primarily in Yemen and tribal areas of Pakistan, but also in Afghanistan and Somalia. These attacks are usually against anonymous operatives who match a pre-determined pattern of behaviour that the U.S. links to terrorist activity, based on (for example) signal intercepts; human sources; and aerial reconnaissance that shows individuals clustered around a known al-Qaeda compound, or using particular vehicles or communications equipment, or assembling or unloading explosives at a known al-Qaeda base.237

For example, on 14 January 2010, a drone strike was launched against seventeen individuals at a suspected Taliban training camp in Pakistan, after they were assessed to be undertaking ‘assassination training, sparring, push-ups and running.’ This training camp was connected ‘by vehicle’ to an al-Qaeda compound which was struck in 2007.238

---

236 ‘Remarks by the President at the National Defense University’, The White House, 23 May 2013.
Advocates of the ‘signature’ drone strike approach to disrupting terrorism argue that it provides the capacity to kill a significant number of terrorists; that it is unmatched in its precision; and that it makes terrorist groups wary of meeting in large numbers to plan attacks, reducing the overall scale of the threat that al-Qaeda can pose.239

‘Signature’ strikes balance the odds that a group of individuals who behave in a certain way are terrorists: targeting based on the theory that, as one American counterterrorism official put it, ‘Al Qaeda is an insular, paranoid organization – innocent neighbors don’t hitchhike rides in the back of trucks headed for the border with guns and bombs’.240 According to a former official, a ‘signature’ strike is ‘targeting on a percentage basis’.241

### B) ‘Personality’ strikes

#### Anwar al-Awlaki

The other type of drone attack – ‘personality’ strikes – target specific individuals.

The most high-profile example of this would be the drone strikes launched against A.Q.A.P.’s American cleric, Anwar al-Awlaki, who was on a Presidentially authorised ‘kill or capture’ list. The first strike, in May 2011, missed;242 the next – in al-Jawf, Yemen – on 30 September of that same year, successfully killed him.243

Al-Awlaki’s death prompted questions and criticism towards the Obama administration, for not giving him a trial, or for revealing the evidence used to justify his being targeted.244 Obama’s open instruction to his advisers to kill al-Awlaki was described, by one journalist, as ‘the first instance in American history of a sitting President speaking of his intent to kill a particular U.S. citizen without that citizen having been charged formally with a crime or convicted at trial’.245 The fact that this attack took place in Yemen (a country where the U.S. is not formally engaged in military activities), as opposed to Afghanistan, further heightened this controversy.

Both President Obama and Attorney General Eric Holder have rejected this view.

According to Holder, the right to use ‘lethal force’ in self-defence is a principle established under both U.S. and international law. As the U.S. is at war, it is ‘authorized to take action against enemy belligerents’ – with the U.S. Constitution enabling the President ‘to protect the nation from any imminent threat of violent attack’, and international law recognising ‘the inherent right of national self-defense’.246 The ongoing...
threat posed by al-Qaeda and its associated forces, covered under the Congressionally approved A.U.M.F., allows the President ‘to use all necessary and appropriate’ countermeasures.  

Furthermore, Holder rejected the suggestion that this American military response should be limited to Afghanistan – as these were not restrictions placed upon the President by Congress or federal courts, and because the U.S. is ‘at war with a stateless enemy, prone to shifting operations from country to country’.  

Holder described the targeting of ‘specific senior operational leaders of al Qaeda and associated forces’ as ‘entirely lawful’ (and, therefore, not assassinations).

With regard to the apparent lack of judicial process for American citizens targeted in a drone strike (a reference to al-Awlaki, but, more broadly, to any hypothetical U.S. citizen who is/was part of an A.U.M.F.-covered group and who is/was attempting to kill Americans), Holder stated that targeting was lawful under the following circumstances: firstly, that there is an ‘imminent threat of violent attack’ posed by the individual; secondly, that the strike adhered to the international law of war; and thirdly, that ‘capture is not feasible’ because of ‘the nature of how terrorists act and where they tend to hide’.

Holder also outlined how the President was under no obligation to consult a federal court, saying that ‘[t]he Constitution guarantees due process, not judicial process’, and that ‘it does not require judicial approval before the President may use force abroad against a senior operational leader of a foreign terrorist organization with which the United States is at war – even if that individual happens to be a U.S. citizen’.

Regarding al-Awlaki specifically, Obama said that as the cleric was waging war against the U.S. from abroad; was ‘actively plotting’ to kill U.S. citizens; and, as neither the U.S. nor its partners were able to capture him, ‘his citizenship should no more serve as a shield than a sniper shooting down on an innocent crowd should be protected from a SWAT [Special Weapons And Tactics] team’. It should also be considered that, as a U.S. citizen, al-Awlaki could not be detained at Guantánamo Bay.

This is the legal position against al-Awlaki; however, there are several other factors that would have made his trial practically difficult.

Firstly, only foreign citizens can be tried by military commission, making al-Awlaki ineligible for such a process; therefore, it would have been necessary to try him in a civilian court, which would have risked classified intelligence surveillance and tracking methods being revealed. Secondly, al-Awlaki (as with other victims of U.S. drone strikes) was based in a country where there is no U.S. military presence or legal jurisdiction.

If there had been an attempt to capture al-Awlaki once he had been tracked to al-Jawf, a U.S. Special Forces team would have been assembled to apprehend him; however, President Obama has stated that the U.S. does not have the capacity to assemble such a team for every terrorist it wishes to target.

Furthermore, in a situation where there is the possibility of an imminent terrorist attack, there may not be
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time to carry out the capture of a target before the attack takes place. If, however, a team were assembled for an especially high-value target such as al-Awlaki, it would need to be a rapid process, in order to capture him before he moved location.

In addition, even if a Special Forces team were dispatched in such a situation, the risk to U.S. troop lives in the operation would be exponentially higher than with a drone strike; the team could meet potential resistance from al-Qaeda terrorists, local civilians, and hostile tribesmen.

Current C.I.A. Director John Brennan has also said that the use of Special Forces on the ground would be detrimental to minimising the risk from terrorism:

[Dep]loying large armies abroad won’t always be our best offense. Countries typically don’t want foreign soldiers in their cities and towns. In fact, large, intrusive military deployments risk playing into al-Qaeda’s strategy of trying to draw us into long, costly wars that drain us financially, inflame anti-American resentment, and inspire the next generation of terrorists.

President Obama has outlined how foreign partners cannot be relied upon to undertake such missions, because they lack either ‘the capacity or will to take action’. However, even if (for example) Yemeni partners had carried out the operation to seize al-Awlaki, no formal extradition treaty exists between the U.S. and Yemen; this would have potentially barred any transfer to the U.S. to face trial. Furthermore, the Yemenis whom the U.S. targets for drone strikes also cannot be tried in the U.S., as the Yemeni Constitution prevents its government from turning any of its citizens over to a foreign country.

Sovereignty issues are also relevant. Capture operations in Yemen have been described, by Kill or Capture author Daniel Klaidman, as ‘not feasible’ due to the ‘political backlash’ that would be caused within Yemen by the U.S. breaching that country’s sovereignty. Deploying ground forces in Yemen, for example, would also constitute a breach of sovereignty that may be deemed unacceptable by that government in a way that drones, as another example, are not. The same theory can be applied to Pakistani sovereignty in Pakistan. As President Obama has said, the cost of the operation against Osama bin Laden to U.S.-Pakistani relations was ‘severe’. Regularly undertaking such missions could cause a major international incident; the bin Laden mission will prove a rare exception, not the rule.

Al-Awlaki was a unique case, in that he was open about his role in facilitating attacks against America. Others targeted are, as scholars Daniel Byman and Benjamin Wittes have pointed out, ‘propagandists, engaging in behaviour that is insidious but arguably more protected legally’. For these individuals, therefore, gaining a conviction may be difficult, for reasons Byman and Wittes have outlined:

---
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[I]t is not enough in court for the executive branch to know that it has got the right guy. It has to have sufficient evidence to prove in court to a unanimous jury every element of a criminal offense beyond a reasonable doubt, and it has to have that evidence in a form that a court will find admissible. 266

While such individuals may not be able to be prosecuted, the scope of the A.U.M.F. still allows for them to be targeted for military action – usually via drone strikes.

266 Ibid., p. 35.
CONCLUSION

In an April 2013 debate on Shaker Aamer, in the U.K. House of Commons, the M.P. for Bolton South East, Yasmin Qureshi, stated that, ‘fundamentally, this all boils down to the fact that either someone is prosecuted or they are not’. 267

In reality, as this paper demonstrates, while prosecutions remain the ideal method for stopping mass-casualty terrorism, they are actually just one of many possible routes. Furthermore, they are not fundamental in order to prove the legitimacy of the threat. The notion that stopping terrorism will always result in prosecutions fundamentally misunderstands the difference between a preventative approach that stops mass-casualty attacks occurring, and a law-enforcement approach that seeks to punish the perpetrators of such an attack.

The Presumption of Innocence has attempted to show the significant difficulties in prosecuting suspected terrorists, and how these difficulties have been circumvented by a range of measures – including detention and drone strikes. This report, however, does not argue that one type of approach to counterterrorism and security is inherently superior to any other; rather, it makes the case that, while the criminal justice system may be the ideal or preferred method to eliminate terrorist threats, it is not always the most realistic.

While a broad series of measures are required to combat mass-casualty terrorism, that does not mean that tactics cannot be modified as the war against al-Qaeda progresses. As the collective knowledge of the U.S. and its allies about the group has increased, some tactics have now been halted (for example, waterboarding).

However, other measures that continue to exercise activists and human-rights groups are now institutionalised state responses to terrorism. Rendition, drones, detention without trial, preventative arrests, and deportations are the realities of the ongoing struggle against today’s form of terrorism; they are not going to disappear, because they have proved extremely effective. This is controversial for some, with politicians; human-rights groups; legal activists; and journalists accusing the U.S. of illegal or immoral behaviour – even with cases such as the killing of Osama bin Laden.

Yet an inability (or unwillingness) on behalf of some Western governments to engage such topics with the electorate, or to explain why some national security threats will not be tried in a criminal court, has led to a lack of public understanding of these issues.

In turn, this lack of understanding can lead to public criticism of the government. As a result, Alistair Burt, speaking as a U.K. Foreign & Commonwealth Office Minister, talks of how that ‘public pressure’ placed on the government, by those supporting Shaker Aamer, ‘adds to that sense of persuasion that the detention is not right or appropriate’. 268

However, public pressure cannot always be a sound basis for national security policy. Furthermore, this pressure only comes about because liberal democracies are failing to address just why policies such as detention are so necessary, and because they are failing to explain that the complexities of dealing with modern-day terrorism mean that not all roads lead to a court of law.

Therefore, President Obama’s question, ‘If these people are so dangerous, why can’t we prosecute them?’, was a perfectly good one to ask. It also has a perfectly good explanation; but today’s governments are just not willing to say it.

---
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